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Currie M., wife of Preicott D. H. Carter,
died at 6 a. m„ Nov. 18th, at her home No. 6
Miller street, aged 47 years, 11 months and 6
days. She was born in Searaport the only child
of Henry W. and Matilda (Haynes) Bennett
and her early life was apent in that town. Oct.
16, 1885, she married Mr. Carter, and their
home has since been in Belfast, For several
years Mrs. Carter bad suffered from an incurable throat trouble. She went to Boston and
consulted specialists and underwent a surgical
operation there and for a time seemed better.
More recently she went to Bangor for advice
and treatment, but the disease baffled medical
skill and although she realized her condition
she was bright and cheerful and was out and
about until the fatal attack came Nov. 6th and
a week later death ended her sufferings.
Mrs.
Carter was an unusually bright and interesting \
woman, beloved by all who knew her, and a i
devoted wife and mother. During her long
illness she had the constant and unremitting
care of her husband and daughter, who deeply *
feel the great loss they have sustained. She !
is survived by her husband; a daughter, Gladys j
M., who has always lived at home; a son, Russell C., of Winthrop, who was called home by
his mother’s illness the Tuesday before her
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suffered some set back in manufactures and
trade, the prospects for the future, aided by
the most terrible war in history, now raging in

Europe,

seem

encouraging.

I wish to urge upon our people the contrast
our peace and prosperity with the distress
and suffering in Europe, and ask that they contribute liberally for the relief of the unfortunate, but unblamable victims of the war.
The Red Cross Society stands ready to receive and transmit promptly all contributions
for their assistance. Remember that Charity
is the greatest of all virtues.
Let us all join in home and church in praise
and thanksgiving to Almighty God for these
blessings of peace, prosperity and happiness.
WILLIAM T. HAINES,
of

Governor.
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NEWS.-

The services next Sunday at Mason's Mills
sill be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church
it 2.30 p. m., folio ved by Sunday school.

Mra. Thomas B. Dinsmore has bean confined
to her home the past two weeks, ill with neu-

ralgia.

Services at the Unitarian church next Sunlay at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by Rev. Arthur
1. Sargent on **A New Church.” Sunday
chool at 12 noon. At 3 p, m. Mr. Sargent will
| lold a service at the jail.

The UniverBalist Ladies’ Circle will meet
with Mrs. George E. Johnson, this, Thursday,
afternoon.
The Belfast Gun Club will have a ahoot
Thanksgiving day on their grounds, foot of

Allyn

The usual service will be held next Sunday
at the Uuiversalist church. The pasi or will have a Thanksgiving sermon and there
vill be spe.ial music by the choir. Sunday

street.

,

The sewing circle of the Woman’s Hospital
Aid will meet with Mrs. James McKeen next

noon.

The Men’s Forum will meet at the Universaist church next Sunday at noon. Mr. Blair will
I »egin a series of talks on the European War.
Hie theme next Sunday will be. Is it Ever
dan’s Right or Duty to make War?

The W. C. T. U. will hold
meeting for a
’’tacking bee” with Mrs. Isaiah W. Cross Fria

at 2 p. m„

sharp.
Miss Alice E. Aborn has returned to her
duties in the Carle & Jonea dry goods department after a two weeks’ illness.
The Waldo County Hospital donations will
postponed from Thanksgiving to Christmas

this year,
Elmer B. Decrow returned Wednesday from
Bangor, where he had been the past week in
the Paine hospital for surgical treatment.

(

Wm. H. McIntosh is having a roof window
feet in length built on the north side of his
house and is otherwise improving his property.
and Mrs. John Norton have moved into
and attractive cottage home on Bayview street extension. The house has six
rooms and a bath and front and back verandas.
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were

served,
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m.

correct, but that he did not preach there
candidate and was to move into the Jones
nouse on Union street this week.

is a

At the
of

Baptist Church

the children’s

next

sermon

Sunday the

sub-

will be "Thomas

The ladies of the Baptist church are plan- j Edison and Theodore”and of the regular sermon
ning to have a sale in Memorial hall, Dec, 16th, j 'The Capital or Life or the Divine Order of
of useful and fancy articles, to be followed oy j !ncre ase,” There will be a Union Thanksgiving
Further ( tervice in the evening, with sermon by Rev.
a public supper and entertainment.
iaraden S. Pearl of the North Uhurch. A colparticulars will be given next week.
the Girls’ Home.
The entertainment, ‘‘Ye Singing School of ; ec^ion will be taken for
Rev. Haraden
in the Baptist
be
First
church,
will
Olden
given
Congregational
Time,”
ye
vestry, Wednesday evening, Nov. 25th. Ad- j >. Pearl, pastor. Services as follows: Sunday,
0. 45, morning worship ai d sermon, subject
mission 20 cents; children under 12 years 10
The Lab >rs of Our Hands;’’ 12, Sunday school;
cents. Come and bring your friends.
1.30. Christian Endeavor meeting. No evenfrom
cards
received
have
friends
Belfast
ng service, as this church joins in the union:
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Hemmingway of Kansas !
rhanksgiving service in the Baptist church at
of
City Mo„ announcing ihe arrival, Nov. 7th
.30. Thursday, 7 20, prayer meeting; subject
Mrs. Hemminway was
a daughter, Eleanor,
The Function of Prayer.” Friday, 7 p. m.:
formerly Dorothy Rust, daughter of Mrs. Euanights of King Arthur.
Rust.
gene
The union Thanksgiving service of the i
It is expected to have the McLellan house,
hurches of Belfast will be held in the Bapwhich is to be occupied by the North Primary
iat church Sunday evening, Nov. 22nd, at 7.30'
school, ready for the opening of the winter
•’clock, for which a most interesting and apwork
is
The
28th.
on
Dec.
carpenter
term
propriate program is being arranged. A most
nearly completed and the heating plant is ordial invitation on behalf of the churches of
being installed.
he city is extended to the public to join in this
The Women’s Alliance of the First Parish
ervice. The sermon will be by the pastor of
(Unitarian) will meet at the home of Mrs he Congregational church. Rev. Haraden S.
George A. Quimby, Miller street, this, Thurs- 5eari. There will be no evening services in
day, afternoon at 3 o’clock. A prompt attend- ihe other churches.
A paper will be given by
ance is desired.
The subject of the morning sermon by Rev.
Mrs. J. W. Frederick; subject, “The Spanish
1. B. Sellers at the Methodist church next
Missions of California.”
Sunday will be, "The Necessity of Bible
A hearing was held Monday by the municiStudy,” At 2 p. m, Mr. Sellers will speak in
officers, Mayor Dunton presiding, on the
he Woods' schoolhouse. Friday evening at 7

j
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Wesley Wood, while spending the week-end
a friend, Kenneth Wyman, in Lincolnville, shot a deer. The two boys had been
hunting rabbits all day when suddenly in the
afternoon, Saturday, Wood ran on to a deer
lyiDg still in a large swamp. Hastily firing he
shot

the deer before it could get up and

run.

George W. Burkett has taken the house of
Capt. A. C. Bachelder on Ceder street for the
winter, furnished, and his niece, Miss Annie
Simonton, will act as his housekeeper. Capt.
and Mrs. Bachelder will go to Boston for the
winter, and Mr. Burkett will have the house
from the first of December until the first of
the annual meeting, Nov. 17th, of the
Waldo Trust Co. the following officers were
elected: President, O. E. Frost; vice president,
M. L. Slugg; treasurer, Wilson Ellis; assistant
treasurer, T. Frank Parker; executive board,
0. E. Frost, James H. Howes, Wilmer J. DorJohn R. Dunton, Ralph L. Cooper, Wm.
At

man,
H.

Hall, Ralph D. Southworth, M. L. Slugg.

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Mrs. Herbert Morey
44 Miller street, Monday afternoon, Nov. 23d.
The roll-call, Events of English History from
1815-1825; lesson from chapters thirteen and
fourteen of the C. u S. C. book, “Through
England with Tennyson;” required reading
from the “Independent” of November 16th,
“The Story of the Week.”
■»
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Horace Morton
of Chicago, has moved with his family to the
Henry Davidson farm about 2 1-2 miles out on
the Tufts road. They will make a home for
Mr. Davidson, who is ill, having recently been
bis house

on

operated

on

given

Congress

up his

grocery store,

street to

in Bangor,

k-r. Waterman

has

clerkship in the Ben D. Field
for the present at least.

There will be a meeting of the Hone and
School Association in the High school room
The
next Monday evening at 7.3? o’clock.
entertainment will be furnished by the History
Class of the High school. Twenty or more
be thrown on the, Balliopticon
and the pupilB will explain the scenes.
There will be a discussion, pro and con, of the
on
suggested building a High school building
the McLellan property, recently bought by the
war

pictures will

screen

city.
WINTERPORT.

of Mrs. W. L. Beane’s friends
Saturday evening to
gathered
were
celebrate her birthday. Refreshments
and
served, games played and with music
social chat the evening was pleasantly passed.
Mrs. Beane received many remembrances. It
Fifty,

or more

at her home last

her-Cushing
a complete surprise
to Hampden to
Chapter, O. E, S„ was invited
visit their sister lodge, Friday night, but owing
to the inclemency of the weather only every
few were able to accept.... H. 0. Snow of
Frankfort ia at the home of bis daughter, Mrs.
and
G. A. Cole, for the winter_Alton Young
bride have gone to housekeeping in the Campto

was

of
bell bouse near the station,...The funeral
the late Mrs. Ellen Marshall was held Sunday.
The family have the sympathy of all in their
bereavement....Mrs. Betsy Colson ia very ill
from the effects of a shock. Her daughter,
Mrs. Emma Young, is with her....It is reunderported that John Arey, who recently
at the E. M. G. hospital, is
went an

operation

doing

►’clock there will be a meeting of the Knights
>f King Arthur and at 8 o’clock the Epworth
in
l<eague will be reorganized. All interested
he young people are invited to attend. At
meeting of the official board Monday evenshould join in
ng it was voted that the church
he union gospel service Dec 2d.

PERSONAL
Mrs, J. W. Nash returned I ast Friday from a
weeks’ visit in BoBCon, Lawrence and
Lynn, Mass.
Misses Caroline E. White and Annie M. Bean
N. V.,
lave returned from viBits in Elmira,
;wo

tnd Boston.
Miss M. Skay of Belfast called on
Look Sunday. She made the trip
[)eer Isle Messenger.

Mrs. E. B.
by auto.—

meeting of Connecticut Valley PoCrange in Miller’s Falls, Ct., Nov, 13tb,
Prof. Robert J. Sprague of AmherBt College,
on "The Farmer and the Taxes.”
At the

May.

as

well

as

can

be

expected.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker returned
a visit with relatives in Win-

Monday from
throp.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred V. Cottrell will leave this
afternoon for Boston, where they will spend
the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Nichols spent Sunin Waldo with Mr, and Mrs. James H.
Wentworth.

day

Mrs. Clara E. Ward of Bangor visited her
cousin. Mrs. George W. Miller, on Waldo avenue the past week.
Mr. and

Mrs. CJiarleB

Bradbury went to
a few days at the

Augusta Monday to spend
New Augusta House.

and Dr. A. O. Stoddard.

J. Morrison entertained the Thereces
substitutes last Friday evening.
Club
Welsh rare bit with oysters on saltines, olives,
chocolate cake, cream pie and coffee were
and

with

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Pearl of Bangor arrived Saturday to visit their son, Rev. Haraden
S. Pearl.

Miss Bertha Z. Hayes
Saturday to visit Mr. and
ton, formerly of Belfast.

nona

spoke

went

Portland
C. Mil-

to

Mrs. Ernest

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson went to Bandays with

a few
gor last Saturday to spend
Rev. and Mrs. Ashley A. Smith.

Fred Bramhall of Rockland was the guest of
Mr. and Mis. Fred J. Clements and Mr. ard
Mrs. S. A. Parker while in Belfast last week

;ist

Mrs. A.

pal
premises of Arthur E. Stantial, East Belfast,
to act on his petition for permission to construct a weir on his shore privilege. No one
appeared in opposition and the prayer of the
petitioner was granted.

Miss Mary I. Walker of Manchester, N, ri„
is the guest of Mrs. Arthur A. Blair.

rhursday, evening; morning service, Sunday
it 10.45 a. m.; Sunday School at noon; Chris;ian Endeavor meeting at 6.30 and evening

At

new

a

Mr. Emery Varney of Los Angeles, Calif., is
visiting his cousins, Mrs. Georgia C. Tuttlo

the Sunday morning service at the Bapchurch the pastor, Rev. Walter F. Sturte*
rant, said that the associated press notices of
lis call to the Bates street church in Lewiston

Mr.

Leroy A. Coombs returned Saturday from
short business trip to Boston.

The services for the week at the Baptist
:hurch will be as follows: prayer meeting this,

Rev. Elmer E. Pember of Bangor, retired
Jniversaliat minister, officiated at the Univerlalist church last Sunday in the absence of
iev. Arthur A. Blair, who candidated '.t the
dunjoy Hill church in Portland.

18

their

norning

chool at

Monday afternoon.

day,

PERSONAL.

The Christian Scientists hold services in
their ball, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock, and, Wednesday evening at 7.30
('clock, to which all are welcome.

Meaare. I. L. Perry and Fred R, Poor left by
train Monday for a hunting trip in Northern
Maine.

be

There was a good attendance of the members of North Waldo Pomona Grange at the
regular meeting with Comet Grange, Swanville, Nov. 11th, despite the unfavorable
weather conditions. The meeting was duly
opened with Past Master G. H. York presiding
in the absence of the Master, Pomona and
secretary were also absent and the vacant stations were acceptably filled by Velzora Niclrerson and F. M.
Five granges
Nickerson.
were represented.
The regular routine busi{ ness followed by the initiation ceremony occuSouthern Newspaper Publishers association, 1
pied the time of the forenoon session. A rewas
The funeral of Miss Harriet F. Clements, who was well known through the South. He
cess was then declared and the patrons marchhis wife, formerly Miss Minby
accompanied
died in Worcester, Mass., Nov. 8th, took place
ed to the dining hall to partake of the usual
of Augusta, Ga., and was talkBroadhurst
nie
at the home of her brother, Fred J, Clements,
bountiful grange dinner.
time
he
shot
the
the
was
with
at
captain
Cedar street, at 11 a. m., Nov 12th, and was ; ing
The Grange was reassembled in the fifth
Mrs. Hinman is a niece of Mrs. S. L. Milliken i
largely attended. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant
and after a song by the choir, cordial
degree
her
about
eleven
of this city and visited
years
of the Baptist church officiated
The remains i
words of greeting were extended by Alberta
Mrs. Milliken spent a winter^at her deago.
were accompanied here by her sister and niece,
to which A. Stinson made an aplightful home about six years ago and was Nickerson,
Mrs. Amelia C. Roberts and Mrs. Emma B.
The first number on the
fond of the family, copsisting of a daugh- preciative response.
very
Dean of Worcester, and Mr. Fred Bramhall of
was a character reading by Jennie
ter and two sons. One daughter died about a j program
Rockland, who was with her in Worcester at
Webb, which was much enjoyed. W. J. Thompago. Mr. Charles W. and Mrs. Augusta j
the time of her death. Mr. and Mrs. Frank year
son, Past Lecturer of the State Grange, was
S. Frederick, Mr. and Mrs. E. P Frost and
the guest of the day and when called upon
Miss Maude E. Barker had also visited the
N. F. Cobb, Mrs. Edward Leighton, Miss Mawith a fine address on the opporHinmans when south. It is a very sad affair ! responded
bel Dorroty, Miss Shepherd and Miss Green of
tunities of the farmer. He prefaced his reas Mr. Hinman was unusually devoted to his
the firm of Fuller & Cobb of Rockland were
marks on this subject by a brief talk on the
family.
The floral offerings
among those present.
X'*
I
were many and beautiful, coming from friends
opinion war and the high cost of living are the j
FOOD FAIR NOTES.
in New York, Boston. Worcester, Rockland
two most vital questions that confront the
j
and Belfast. The interment was beside her
Secretary Dickey has received word from American people. His remarKs along this line j
parents in the family lot in Waldo. The bear- the office of the Postmaster General that the led up to his subject, which was treated in an
ers were Messrs. James H. Howes, Fred T.
Department will arrange a parcel post exhibit exhaustive manner.
Chase, Wiliam H. Quimby and S. A. Parker.
A reading by Fiorina Robertson was followed
for the benefit of the patrons of the office and
that the same will be under the direction ol by a discussion of the following question: “Rewho
died
A.
The remains of Henry
Pierce,
Postmaster Carleton. This will present a new solved, That justice and the good of the State
at his home in New Haven, Conn., Nov. 12th, and interesting feature.
demand that woman be granted full electoral
aged 73 years, were brought to Lincolnville
Chase & Sanborn, who for the past two suffrage.” The opening of the discussion on
for interment last Saturday. The funeral was years have been good supporters of the fair, the affirmative was by G. H. York, who spoke
held at his late home, and a prayer service at will make their usual donation of coffee and of how the equal suffrage movement is growthe grave was conducted by Rev. Horace B. teas for prizes.
ing and cited States in which better laws have
Sellers of the Belfast Methodist church. His
Church & Dwight, in accordance with their been enacted through the instrumentality of
widow, daughter, Olive S., and her. husband, usual custom will make an award of one case woman’s vote, especially those relating to child
Dr. Provost of New Haven, accompanied the of their famous Arm & Hammer soda.
labor. He further said he felt confident that
remains and were guests Sunday of Dr. and
The Neighborhood Association of Sargent- the time is not far distant when all would wield
Mrs. Carl H. Stevens in this city, leaving for ville, who had a space in the fair last year for the ballot irrespective of sex. Velzora Nickerhome on the Monday morning train. Mr. the sale of home-made products, have engaged son upheld the negative in a very comprehenPierce was a native of Lincolnville and half- two booths for this year's fair and will have sive argument that showed deep thought and
brother of Mason 1. Stevens of Northport and an entirely new line of goods.
study. Mrs. Nickerson believes that woman’s
Charles E. Stevens of Belfast, both ol whom
George W. Frisbee, who was the efficient place is pre-eminently in the home and that all
attended the service. Mr. Pierce had lived in night watchman during the previous fairs, will other duties should be subservient to her duNew Haven many years and was employed as hold a similar position this year.
ties as a home maker, and that when she acHis death came after a long
The floor will be in charge of W. Harold
a freight clerk.
cepts the ballot with all the duties that it inand severe illness. He is well remembered Dickey, who served the committee last year in volves she must
neglect those which have
by many of the associates of his younger that capacity.
been hers from the beginning. She also proDr. J. F. True & Co. of Auburn have preyears in Lincolnville and Northport.
duced statistics to show that in those States
sented the management with a beautiful silver
with equal suffrage women have not availed
who
apcup to be given to one of the babies
themselves of their right to such an extent as
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
No
pears in the baby contest during the fair.
should and that in at least two States
they
will be made of babies this year, there have been no
The following transfers of real estate were examination
improvement in the laws,
but the awards will be left to committees.
one of the two having 22 years' record as an
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
The University of Maine will furnish a Defor the two weeks ending November 18, 1914.
equal suffrage State. F. P. Webb and D. M.
of Domestic Science in which will
Kimball were both in favor of the ballot for
Ellen F. Hackett, Brewer, to Charles E. partment
modes cf scientific cookwoman, Mr. Kimball expressing his regret that
Black, Bangor; land and buildings in Winter- be seen the various
ing and it will be an interesting section of the such able reasoning as Mrs. Nickerson preport.
will be under the diMr.
sented should be on the wrong side.
Charles E. Black, Bangor, to Sarah E Davis, fair. This department
rection of Assistant Professor Francis R. Freewas called upon and briefly regisin
and
land
Thompson
Winterport.
buildings
Hermon;
man.
tered for the negative. His most important
George E. Johnson, Belfast, to Will Russell
The Direct Importing Company have aswas that for every important position
point
Howard, Williamstown, Mass; land and buildsured the management of a liberal supply of
occupied by a woman, a home was lost. As
ings in Belfast.
of their lines.
the time was limited, a short poem on the subInez N. Holmes, Belfast, to Frank H. Hoag, samples
Mrs. Louise Manning of Bangor, who was at
in
Belfast.
and
ject
by Carrie Spaulding closed the discussion,
land
buildings
do;
fair two years ago with a palmistry booth, and upon a vote being taken it stood nearly
Doff Myrick. Thorndike, to Charles F. Bes- the
atwill return this year, but will have an
four to one for the negative.
sey, Knox; land in Thorndike.
for other lines.
After the usual vote of thanks and a song
Helen Gray, Bangor, to Blanche S. Harriman, tractive booth
The decorating committee have under con- by the choir the Grange was closed with due
Prospect; land and buildings in Prospect.
attractive interior.
a
be with Mornceremony. The next meeting will
Edwin B. Colson, Stockton Springs, to sideration plans for very
ading Light Grange, Monroe, Dec. 9th, with an
Thomas H. Donelson, do; land and buildings in
Gilbert and reof
welcome
by
Nancy
dress
Stockton Springs,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
C. E. Purington,
sponse by F. H. Nickerson.
H. H. Grant, Unity, to Walter Gerald, do;
lecturer of the State Grange, will be present,
land in Unity.
Grand
District
Deputy
Mrs. Jessie C. Pattee,
are readings, music and a
Emma B. Thompson, Freedom, to James B. Matron of the Maine State Chapter, O. E. S., and other features
for which all are requested to
box,
in
Freedom.
question
and
land
buildings
Bryant, do;
inspected the Chapters in Castine, Thomaston bring
c* D- Y*
James
questions.
Mary E. Fletcher, Oakland, Calif, to
and Damariscotta last week and completed the
in
and
land
buildings
B. bryant, Freedom;
THE COMMUNITY EFFICIENCY CONyear's work^
Freedom.
J_nf f/k.intViian Rnval
FERENCE.
George E. Bryant, guardian of Gladys Brythe followland Arch Chapter last Tuesday evening
ant, Freedom, to James B. Bryant, do;
Many delegates from uplift organizations in
ing officers were installed by Clifford J. Pattee, the State gathered in Augusta last Friday night
and buildings in Freedom.
C.
Trussed,
George
assisted by
for the banquet in City Hall preliminary to the
Rufus E. Page, Jackson, to Eva L. Taylor, D. D. G. H. P.,
Morris L. Slugg,
Captain of the Host, and
first annual Community Efficiency conference,
do; land and buildings in Jackson.
Priest, Allen L. Curtis; King^
Town Betteror, as it is styled by some. Home
Sarah i. Estes, Belfast, to Phebe E. Math- Chaplain: High
O. S. Vickery;
and buildings in Frank E. Bramhall; Scribe,
ment conference. It is said to be the first
ews, Vancouver, B. C.; land
Treasurer, Ralph D. Sculhwortb; Secretary gathering of the kind held in the United
Belfast,
Clifford J. Pattee; Chaplain, George C. Trus- States and was under the auspices of the State
Daniel F. Walton, Unity, to Thomas S. Walsed;
Captain of the Host, M. L. Slugg; Royal Y. M. C. A. in cooperation with the State
in
and
Unity.
land
buildings
ton, do;
Arch
Captain, A- D. Hayes; Principal Sojourn- Grange, State Board of Trade, State Sunday
to
Page,
Tyler
Clara M. Clark, Prospect,
B. Thompson; Master of the
er,
Lynwood
School, Christian Civic League and State deSwanville; land in Swanville.
Brale;,; Master of the sec- nominational agencies.
Earl
J.
third
Veil,
E.
Georgie E. Kelley, Northport, to William
Master of the
ond Veil, Charles E. Stevens;
Horace C. Day of Auburn presided at the
Hatch, New Bedford, Mass;- land and buildfirst Veil, Leroy A. Webber; sentinel, A. C. banquet and Orlando E. Frost of Belfast was
in
Northport.
ings
Tuttle.
toastmaster, Mayor Elmer E. Newbert extendMetton L. Fogg, Brooks, to Charles F. Fogg,
Carl E- Milliken of
The officers of Palestine Commandery, ed greetings and Hon.
Brooks; land and buildings in Brooks.
installed Wednesday Island Falls, president of the Maine Senate,
G. A. Bradstreet, Augusta, to Sarah L. Knights Templar, were
Wilmer J. Dorman,
evening, Nov. 10th by
responded. The general theme was "CooperaWorthing, Palermo; land in Palermo.
of the Grand Commantion in Community Building,” and brief adJames A. Meservey, Lincolnville, to W. P. Grand Junior Warden
William C. Libby dresses were made by Charles F. Nesbit of
dery of Maine, assisted by
McCobb.do; land in Lincolnville.
and were as follows: Emmi- Washington, Fred B. Smith, Charles R. Towson,
M. Coleman et als, Lincolnville, to George Grand Marshal,
Morris L. Slugg; general- Warren H. Wilson, Edward T. Devine and AlLincolnin
land
commander,
nent
N.
J.;
Newark,
p. Dougherty.
all of New York.
Coombs; captain general, bert E. Roberts,
R.
Charles
issimo,
ville.
It was'shown that 213,088 natives of Maine
senior
warden,
Charles
R.
Ralph
to
other
States, and that in MassaF.
Stephenson;
are living in
Ellen M. Carleton, Winterport,
Dayton
T. Frank Parker; chusetts alone there are 94,515 former residents
in
H. Howes; junior warden,
Carleton, Brownvillt; ano and buildings
It was stated that the
Frank R. of the Pine Tree State.
prelate, Arthur A. Blair; treasurer,
Searsport.
conference was designed to interest and train
Washburn
Woodcock; recorder, Clifford J. Pattee; stand- young men regarding the present economic,
Edward D. Hatch, Islesboro, to
B. Thompson; sword social and religious problems of the State.
in Islesard bearer, Lynwood
E. and Amasa^E. Williams, do.; land
and
Many interesting reports were presented
Ellis;
warder, Herbert R.
E.
Fred
boro.
bearer,
discussed but we are unable to give even a
Fred
L.
Linwood
S.
Jones,
time.
to Charles H. Dickey; Guards,
summary of them at this
Manley E. Waining, Unity,
The conference closed Sunday night with a
Toothaker, Clarence E. Hall; sentinel, Adrian
Hamlin, do.; land in Unity.
mass meeting at City Hall.
attended
largely
M
C. Tuttle.
to
Isaac N. Closson, Waierville, to Elsie
Sunday morning the commission appointed
“Relief and Welfare Work.’; reported.
study
Cole, do.; land in Liberty.
were devoted
WEDDING BELLE.
B. DagSaturday afternoon and evening
Charles A. Lane, Brooks, to Charles
“Rural
to the commission appointed to study
and buildings in Troy.
land
commission
the
appointTroy;
on
and
Sunday,
gett,
Life”
son
Gibbs,
Harry
Eugene
its
Gibbs-Dearborn.
to Charles E. and
report.
"Christian Unity” gave
Henry Bakeman, Belfast,
and ed to study
of Mrs. Selina Dorsey Gibbs of Burnham,
Mildred E. Field, do.; land in Belfast.
of
Marie
Dearborn,
daughter
WAR
to Wini- Miss Evelyn
Ears B. Whittier, Winthrop, Maas.,
united
William E. Dearborn of Fairfield, wars
in Belfast.
fred G. Kerwin, Boston; land
situation
The
generally seema favorable to
Rev.
the
in marriage Monday, Nov. 9th, by
In the east the Russians are adCharles F. Robinson, pastor of the Congrega- the^Allies.
have been
is a vancing. In Belgium the Germans
What’s in a Name.
tional church of Waterville. The groom
with heavy losses. Fighting was inrepulsed
in
Burnham.
farmer
residing
William means good; James well-to-do young
Geraldine:
terrupted there for some days by heavy rains
nurse and the young
I wonder (blushing) what Mn Gibbs is a graduate
much sufmeans beloved.
which flooded the trenches, causing
wish
who
of
circle
wide
friends,
flmoMFA mMni,
eouple have a
weather, but haa been
ua
and
wintry
by
fering,
Ufa.
new
Well,
daughter,
them in their
Mrs. Fondhofes:
lej
every joy to attend
renewed.
hope that George manna boaineea.—December They will roeide in Burnham.
Woman’s Home Companion.
■■

The Churches.

There will be a Thanksgiving ball at Seaside'
Grange hall Wedneaday evening, Nut. 25th.

NORTH. WALDO POMONA GRANGE.

-" —

publish. The int notes explaining past likely to be understood
It is
lture generations.
to

if of interest to

A Proclamation by the Governor.
In recognition of a custom established by our
forefathers, and the regular and helpful observance of the same through many generation?,
and in conformity with our statutesf with the
advice and content of the Executive Council,
I do hereby appoint and set aside Thursday,
November 26,1914, as a day of public thanksgiving and praise to Almighty God in recognition of His power, goodness and mercy.
Maine has been favored by Nature during
the Beaaona of 1914, resulting in more than
average crops, and with an unusally favorable
•eason for harvesting them.
While we have

Man
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THANKSGIVING.

Shot ana Killed
Wounded.
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Re-

.Married—Died..

..ton

A TRAGEDY AT SEA.

The arrival at Charlestown, S. C., Nov. 12th
of the steamer Mohawk from New York revealed a shooting tragedy on the high seas off
the North Carolina coast that resulted in the
death of F. W. R. Hinman, business manager
of the Florida Times-Union of Jacksonville,
and serious injuries to another passenger, B.
H. Wright, Utica, N. Y., and to the Mohawk's
captain. All three were victims of bullets
fired by a passenger who booked as George
Batcbelder Perkins, architect, of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Hinman, Mr. Wright and Capt.
Ingram were sitting in the companionway of
the Mohawk when Perkins approached clad in
pajamas and a rain coat. The captain told him
he must wear more suitable apparel if he
wished to remain.
Perkins immediately drew a revolver and
began firing. Mr. Hinman was struck twice
in the abdomen, Capt, Ingram was hit once and
Mr. Wright once. A fifth bullet went wild.
Perkins is said to have turned the weapon on
himself, but found he had emptied it.
A wireless call for additional medical aid
was picked up by the torpedo boat destroyer
Flusher, which rushed to meet the Mohawk
Mr. Hinman died early Thursday aboard the
steamer. Capt. Ingram and Mr. Wright were
placed in hospitals on arrival at Charleston.
They were reported Friday aB improving.
Perkins, who boarded the Mohawk at New
York, was placed in irons immediately after
the shooting Wednesday night, and when the
ship docked at Charleston was given a preliminary hearing before United States Commisdeath; and by her parents, who reside in this sioner Hugar and ordered held on a murder
city. The funeral was at her late home last ; charge. Evidence tending to show he was not
was introduced at the
Sunday at 1 p. m.. Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, Bap- | mentally responsible
hearing.
and
was
attended
tist, officiating,
very largely
j
Friday Perkins insisted that he knew nothby relatives and friends. There were many j ing of the tragedy and was surprised to learn i
He
he was in Charleston that morning.
that
!
beautiful floral tributes. The bearers were
that he (lid not know Hinman, the
|
Messrs. Alton K. Braley, Albra J. Clary, Ever- protests
is
a
and
his
mind
dead man,
apparently blank, !
ett C. Hart and William K. Keene, all from the as far as incidents on the steamer are con- [
Mathews Brothers mill, where Mr. Carter is cerned.
Mr. Hinman, who was the president of the
employed.

...
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oi oa nay point, of the PerBpuoiwoou Co., was in Bangor
iVir. Perkins is
'inuiaday on business.

bred F. Perkins
kins
last

Dauiortu

operating

a

mill

at

Sandy point.

Mrs. H. H. Johnson, who spent the past year
in Portland, and is now the guest of her daughter, Mrs. trank k. Woodcock, will leave tomorrow, Friday, for an indefinite stay in Los
Angeles, Calif.
Waiter F. Sturtevant, Messrs. Orlando
and Clarence E. Frost, Charles E. Rhoades

Rev.
E.

and Frank R. Keene were in Augusta to attend the ses. ions of the State Community Efficiency Conference last week.
Mr. Lee H. Cahill ar.d his sister. Miss Margaret Cahill, who have been at the Emery summer home on Church street for the past month
or more

left

Saturday, accompanied by

thon Doak of this city, for Kineo,
ing trip.

ir. a

Mar-

hunt-

Miss Ethel M. Sturtevart, a graduate of the
Belfast High school, class of 1J;14, who had
been teaching in the Porter district, Searsport,
was obliged to give up the work or. account of
ill health and is now with her parents in Hoi

derness, N. H.
Misses Jennie and Nellie Edson, teachers inthe Haverhill, Mass., public schools, ar.d Miss
Marjorie Shaw and her roommate at Simmons
College, Miss Frances Alley of Cortland, N.
Y., will arrive next week to spend their
Thanksgiving vacations wiih Mr. ard Mrs

Welter C.Shaw.
Mrs. Evie C. Burke and Miss Zaidie B. Carwrite that they were delightfully welcomed on their return home at “The Olives” in
Redlands, Calif. Friends with an auto met
them at San Bernardino, and their apartments
with roses and
were beautifully decorated

ter

chrysanthemums and
to

many friends

were

there

greet them.

The following item from a San Diego, Calif.,
of a cup by a
paper tells of the winning
former Belfast boy, the son of Hon. and Mrs.
C. O. Poor:
By defeating S. C. Payson, 7 up and 6 to
cup offered as
play, W. O. Poor won the Julian
first prize in the October tournament held at
More than fifty
the Point Loma Golf Club.
trophy. The finals
players competed for the
between Payson and
were played Saturday
Poor. Hundreds of spectators followed the

golfers
drives
Poor.

over

the

course.

and accurate putting

Several 225-yard
the game for

won

Moritz Nelson, boatswain’s mate of the U.
S. S. De Moines, which has been in Mexican
waters for some time and recently arrived at
the Portsmouth navy yard, arrived Saturday
to visit Mrs. Hiram, P. Farrow in Belmont.
Mr. Nelson does not have a very high opinion
the Mexicans’ patriotism and says their

of

highest thought

is

a

full stomach.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Folsom Phillips, Jr.
their first “at home”
(Alma Brainard), gave
residence, 37 C onyesterday afternoon at their Mrs
Phillips was
cord avenue, Cambridge.
Mrs. Phi'llips, Sr., in receiving. The
wood left Monday on a business trip to Boston. as>isted by
and
tea table had a centrepiece of Ward roses,
1
of
the pourers were Miss Margaret Kendall,
Belmont; Mrs. Edward Baser, Mrs. H. L. CarsNEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Ellen
Miss
Bradford,
tein, Mrs. Clara Butcher.
of Winall of Cambridge; Mrs. Ernest Pierce,
There was a good attendance last Saturday
of
chester. and Mrs. Herbert Sawyer Kimball,
Uth.
Star
Nov.
of
Seven
Grange
it the regular meeting
Newton.—Boston Transcript
Elmer F. Gould of Lincolnville Center
rroy, and an interesting program was carried
for a short time, en
was in this city Tuesday,
>ut. One new application for membership wis
from a trip to Augusta, where he
heme
route
received.
medical exappeared before the board of State
reThe National Grange, Patrons of Husban- aminers to comply with certain formalities
law in the transfer of his registry as
Iry, has selected the State of California for the quired by from Missouri to Maine, this is
a physician
place of meeting next year. The city will be his native State, but he qualified tor anti enterin the
:hosen later by the executive committee. Cali- ed on the practice of his profession
for several years in successful
fornia won over Maine by a vote of 43 to 10. West and was
Missouri.—Rockland
practice at Carthage,
rhe committee on postal improvement made Hninion.
favorable report on the resolution protesting
Hart L. Woodock, the famous Maine artist,
igainst a change in the method of awarding returns to Ids camp at Chase pond, Bingham,
Mr. Woodcock
in Bangor.
:ontracts for rural mail delivery and favoring today after a visit
i" a few weeks for Nassau, Bahamas,
continuance of the civil service system. The leaves
as usual Mr.
where he will spend the winter
of the best
■eport was unanimously adopted.
Woodcock is considered tojbe one
in the country. His
work
color
water
in
artists
have WO" unstinted praise from the
.OS ANGELES TO VOTE ON CITY exhibitions
and
critics and his paintings of Nassau scenes
!
as to keep
MANAGER.
marine views are in such demand
s
-Mr. Woodcock old
him constantly at work.
Los Angeles, Cal., Nov. 17. Charter am- home was in Belfast and he has been a frequent
News Nov. 12th.
endments presented t< day to the city council, visitor to Bangor.—Bangor
from Albert
Letters have been received here
vhi ch will proclaim a special election on Dec.
of M„ ’08, who writes from
U.
a board of 11
Stevens,
a
W.
for
manager,
city
58th, provide
lirectors, in addition to the mayor and city Solomon, Alaska, where he has been for sevBoston &
:ouncil. If the amendments are adopted at
eral months in the interest of the
;he election, Los Angeles will be the first city
a
Idaho City Gold Dredging Co., installing gold
>f its size in the country to have a general
Oliver Atwood of Searsport
of
ipent the week-end in this city as guests
AtHr. and Mrs. Edward A. Wadsworth. Mr,
Mr.

and

Mrs.

nanager.

Another amendment will provide for borough
government for suburban communties, which
to the city but desire to
nay seek annexation
retain local government.
A third amendment will provide for proporionate representation in the city council in
>rder to give the minorities of the citizenship

voice in the municipal government.
Under the amendments, as drafted, only the
The mananayor and council will be elected.
sub
ger will be appointed by the city council,
to the veto power of the mayor, and the
11 directors,
manager in turn shall appoint
who will supersede various city commissions
md who will be under civil service rules,
rhese directors will have charge of the municipal departments. The mayor will be president of the city council. The city manager

Sect

will take part in the deliberations of the
cil, but without a vote.
Model

coun-

Blocks For Slums.

Washington, Nov. 13. As a memorial to
llrs. woodrow Wilson, whose deathbed wish
vas for an improvement of the capital's slums,
block of model houses is being planned by a
lumber of women, leaders in the official set,
leaded by Mrs. Archibald Hopkins, chairman
»f the Washington section of the National
jivie Federation. President Wilson has apthe project, which will cost about $260,-

proved
#0.

Me says: “The last boat leaves
eet to go
tomorrow, but we don’t take it. Lx(
the
out by dog-team later, over the ice, up
to \aielez and
thence
and
Fairbanks,
to
Yukon
more
Seattle. This will take five weeks or
some cold weather on the way.
we

dredging plant.

and

expect

a year ago
Capt, Ira W. Tapley, who over
leave
practically broke down and was obliged to

ali
his ship, go into retirement and give up
us a call last
employment of the mind, made
for a man

This was a serious condition
active as Capt. Tapley, but it is a

week.

as

source of
he has enis back

gratification to be able to state that and
tirely recovered his former health
for the

present,
the Old Dominion Company
connected with the lighterage department.
for
Capt. Tapley has been with this company
than twenty years, and most of that
more
first
time a master. Many years ago he wsb
officer with Capt. G. M. Walker, the father of
H. B.
this
of
company,
the present president
Old DoWalker, in the Bidewheel steamship
as
minion. Capt. Tapley succeeded him later
of
man
To
a
Tapley e
Capt.
of
this
master
ahip.
temperament, twenty years navigatingofthrough
winter
fogs in summer and the snowstormsand seldom
between this port and Norfolk. Va.,
record as
failing in making schedule time, is a
well aa a task that would unhinge the nerves
of almost any man and demand complete reat
for a while, which our esteemed friend baa enhis native
joyed during the past aummer inand
benefitvillage of West Brookaville. Maine,
ed thereby.—The Marine Journal.
in

A Home Letter from Montana.

g*

Of Oriental Sms by Lincoln Colcord.
[Springfield, Hu*., Republican.]
Those who read Lincoln Coleord’s vivit
and fascinating sea story, “The Drifting
Diamond,” last spring, will be interestec
in learning that Lee Fu Chang, the im
perturbable Chinese merchant so promt
nent in it, was not an original 01*681101
in that story. He had already partici
pated for a number of years, in conspicu
ous roles in a variety of short stories bj
Mr. Colcord. These have just been pub
fished by the Macmillan company in on<
volume bearing the title of the first ol
tfie number, “The game of Life anc
Death” $(1.25). These stories confirn
the impression of Mr. Colcord’s othei
book that he has the true instinct of the
sea romancer.
He inspires the feeling

Dear Folkses: Two holidays in succession for the Schoppe family really
seems to be worth recording, especially
Last
as they were such delightful days.
week at the M. A. C. faculty meeting it
was decided that the anrual faculty pic31st
nic would be held on Saturday, the
of October, and an efficient committee
of the dewas appointed to have charge
their
tails. Each one was notified what
was to
commissariat
the
contribution to
be. and at 10 o’clock Saturday morning
crowd
the usual Main street shopping

ranchers in for their week’s supplieswas

augmented by family parties,

BELGIAN SOLDIERS AT REST

SOME EXCELLENT SHORT STORIES

LOCOMOTIVES WRECKED TO BLOCK TRACKS.

la-

that the moods of the sea and element!
something more than the result ol

den with baskets, buckets and bundles.
on its
The interurban car was well filled
The
pasSalesville.
to
out
special trip

are

mere

atmospheric disturbances.

He

en-

dows them with combative impulsesthe smoking
pits them against man’s ingenuity in e
senger compartment,
battle for bis destruction or bis successeven the express section,
and
partment,
ful riding out of their supremest efforts.
with
where the Nimrods foregathered
And he makes his readers see these comall filled,
But thert
bats in all their vivid colors.
the camping material, were
is more in these storieB than the terror!
^
and a merry party it was which enjoyed
Press
Association.
American
1914,
by
©
of typhoons and the skill of sailing mashour out
locomotives were
the run of a little less than an
The Belgians sent several locomotives at full speed toward the German lines at Mallnes. The
ters.
Mr. Colcord’s principal field of acthe
of
ranches
tion is the far Easi. His fancy flows
through the prosperous
wrecked, and the tracks were blocked for hours.
a
At
from Canton and Hongkong down tc
valley in a southerly direction.
the West
Singapore and the islands of the south
cross road leading down to
Pacific. There is no more romantic and
The preparation for the return to the stage in this State, and has proved most
500,000 Chickens On One Farm.
Gallatin river just outside Salesville the
mysterj-suggesting coast line in the
car was made a little before five, when successful from both points of view.
car stopped to discharge its freight—huThe following paragraphs about a world than this. And the stories prove
the camping ground was cleared up, and The roads they have built under the di- mammoth chicken
man and otherwise. Each one “packed
plant are taken from the truth of it. In the main they are
narrated from the experiences of capmile utensils, etc., packed. The apple box rection of county officials are excellent, the current issue of Farm and Fireside:
his share of the cargo over the half
like over- tains m the Chinese coasting trade. One
“Mammoth
on
plants,
the
poultry
to
insisted
beneficial
most
and
it
has
a
Billie
made
brilliant
farewell
fire
around
river.
proved
walk to the
or two have to do with the more prosaic
are generally shortmuch to | which college songs were sung. Old and prisoners, who are allowed to go out on large soap bubbles,
but there are exceptions. One of Atlantic, but in large part the reader is
carrying two fishing rods and,
lived,
took “time new favorites were rendered on the way the work as a reward for good behavior. these is the Pittsfield Poultry Farm with thrilled by the little-known terrors of the
the amusement of many, we
Lee Fu Chang is conspicuous in
the canyon a ruffled headquarters in Maine and a branch Orient.
out” to equip him with some newly pur- home—including “A Hot Time,” which Shortly after we left
Mr. Colcord pictures
© 1914. by American Press Association.
many ot them.
the trade mark the head of the history department said grouse paraded through the roadside plant in Massachusetts.
which
overalls,
chased
“The maximum number of chickens this bland, resourceful representative of
the
safe
in
were
is
war
nowT
as
the
There
knowledge
used
bushes, seemingly
being
English
testified, “fit like father's.
produced by this plant and sold, pi incipal- the intelligent Asiatics with remarkable
and they all song.
The car reached town about six, that the law went “on” that day. The ly in the baby-chick stage, up to the clarity. One can feel Lee's sense of
a number of children along
superiority over the money mad, superwas no and 1914’s
faculty picnic passed into his- temptation was great, but we were | present year, has been a half million ficial
had One grand good time—there
occidental, sympathize with his
chicks
annually.
|
mindful
a
of the fate of a prominent Bozedoubt of that—besides furnishing good I tory as a decidedly successful affair.
“Next year the owners, Messrs. F_ W. pride of race and its enduring qualities,
!
The next morning the weather looked man lawyer last season and drove on. A
for their
Briggs, Gordon Dobson, and Howard and understand ins philosophy of fatalpart of theday’s entertainment
a bit doubtful for our
was seproposed outing, certain eminent member of the Bozeman 1I Gilmore, are planning to increase the ism. “The Measure of a man” emelders. A fine camping ground
rulim?
and not until the teams appeared at the bar, who wTas out in his car the day be- output of the plant to the two million bodies Lee’s estin ate of the
soon
lected near the river, a fire was
chick mark. This plant has been in I classes of the West, and it is so vividly
door
fore
did
we decide to risk the threatened
Prof.
the
season
of
saw
and
direction
agrouse
opened,
told that one cannot but pause and think
started under the expert
operation for eight years.”
chef. showers and fare forth, as opportunities shot it. Unw’isely he dropped into his
on our economic and governmental probSpaulding, annually elected faculty
1 APPLETON.
lems.
The whole group of stories are
unfor all-day outings after November 1st club on the way home and displayed his
While preparations for dinner were
Three nr more moose have been seen several so rich in interest that to analyze one is
set out are apt to be limited. When we finally did trophy to a group of fellow member
parties
exploring
many
derway
times back of the Ridge near the road leading to slight the other. They are colorfu
such a hustling as ensued at 606! which included a game warden, who
in different directions and the sporting decide,
to Montviile. A cow moose was shot at by | and intimate, and arouse a variety oi
It affords us pleasure to announce that we have mad,
the river bank to It was an hour later than originally in- promptly proceeded to do his duty. Mr. one of our young men, who left the following emotion, rarely possible in present-day
to
repaired
contingent
have our Three Crow Brand Cream Tartar retail at 10 cent
bait. The method tended when our little party set out—the Lawyer was arrested and fined $25. He day for parts unknown. It is not known that ! fiction.
for
bullheads
procure
B
We have labored hard to keep Cream Tartar at a low price.
and Schoppe family, our Maine girl, Mary was not. allowed to forget the incident, the moose was wounded.... Leland Johnson
followed was to track one to his lair
THRILLING SEA TALES.
B
S
other known articles equal to our T hree Crow Brand Cream
Plthpr nrul mKan hie fraternal /-»**rranirro_ shot a large deer near his house Wednesday.
The (’hasp of Rlnphiil nnH Will's f ripnH
rifle.
22
little
a
with
hint
shoot
then
[Boston Globe.]*
t
for giving satisfactory results in baking, i he price of Si da 1
B
The woods are full of hunters-A large deleMr.
Morris
a
unu
tion
of
the
was
a minstrel show,
on
liseu
divides
department,
putting
Biology
river at that point
A group of thrilling tales of the se:
B
and the price of Cream Tartar is now 10 cents for a 1-4
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BELGIANS RENDERED HO *ELESS BY WAR.
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Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Crawford of %
Burnham were callers in town Friday.
Mrs. Anne March of Freedom was a
guest last week in the home of her son,
Edmund Murch.
Mrs. Rose Titcomb of Stockton Springs
viBiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Dearborn.
has been

George Moulton and daughter Vivian
in Troy recently, where they took
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part in
fair.
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Teething
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entertainment at the Grange

Mrs. H. E. Condon returned Tuesday
from Lowell, Mass., where she had spent
several weeks at the home of her brother W. B. Melvin.

Rev. E. S. Philbrook of Sanford, who
has been the guest of Rev. and Mrs. H.
E. Whitelook, spoke Sunday evening at
the seven o’clock service at the Free
Baptist church.
Special music was
furnished by a mixed quartet composed
of J. S. Haseltine, Mrs. H. E. Whitelock, Miss Lena Marsh and Walter Has-
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the west, gave us a specimen upon which a member of Congress, but then e years of the Empire the new material- ples
year, every barrel guaranteed strictly
there were many and various opinions. preacher at South Montville, preferring I ism has brought the old horror, most ter- sound and free from defects.
The reMiss Starrett herself sided with those to be such to being Governor of Maine, ^ rible in its proportions.
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looking thing an agate. Then the stone pulpit over an article in The Progressive Prussia the barbarities of the Norse Sea tables.
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Age of Belfast, entitled “The New Ma- Pirates of a thousand years ago. Prof.
was returned to its fortunate discoverer,
“Here is an unlimited market to be
and with bated breath the class respect- terialism,” affirming that he had notified Munsterberg here at Harvard, in the in- opened by producers who will meet conof telephone and automobile, I can assure you the
sumers half-way.
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fully awaited developments; for among the publisher that if such articles con- terest of German “Kultur,” while the
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market, do you ask? By advertising in
j
alt the stones produced no stone was so tinued to run in the paper, he would dis- Kaiser’s army is shooting it from Krupp
metropolitan dailies, by sending samples
characterized my work in Belfast for thirty-two years,
remarkable as this stone, or had excited continue taking it. In the said article guns, is telling the Baptists in Boston and guaranteeing all future shipments.”
and at no extra charge.
the notion was set forth that the actions | that science now has to take account of
such interest. “And now, Mr. K., what,
Short War.
Prophecies
not
seems
a
a
that
and
reactions
of
matter'under
in
this
in your opinion, is
soul,
complex
“purpose”
stone?” “Well,”
!
With competent assistant, and large stock, I am
drawled Walter, “It looks to me just organization produce the phenomena oi | born of the actions and reactions of matBrockton, Nov. 11. William Morton
34tf
at your service, day or night.
|
like a piece of spruce gum.” Sure conscious life, emotion and intelligence. ter. It looks as though “purpose” is Fullerton, formerly Paris correspondent
of
the
London
and
author
of
sevthe
not
It
a
the
was
Times,
straight deduction from
directing the reactions, though
enough, a piece of spruce gum it proved
eral books on European polities, arrived
actions of some of the combatants. This
to be, and the audacity of the joke was teaching of Herman Ludwig Ferdinand
here this noon from Paris to visit his
such that even our discomfited teacher Helmholtz, the great German physiolo- is a great big world of people, and more mother, Mrs. Bradford M. Fullerton.
to He states that in his opinion the war in
joined in the laugh which followed, gist, in his essay on “The Interaction oi kinds than one would seem at least
Natural Forces,” and the sentiment wae purpose to have some rights on rhe land Europe will not be of long duration and
Long ago Miss Starrett entered
that Germany will eventually be defeat“The undiscovered country, from whose bourn developing that it ruled God out of the : and sea of this planet.
ed. “The German plan was admirable,”
no traveler returns.”
We can but think that an eternal over- he declares, “and
u liverse.
they should have capAnd my classmates are scattered far
Incidentally, Ebenezer Knowlton, as ; ruling Purpose is greater than this ap- tured Paris. The obstacle was Belgium,
which
saved
Europe. France, England
and wide; but those of them who may the old-timers in Waldo county well re- paling world war, that the face of God
and Russia were unprepared, but the
chance to read this article will, I am j member, was a man of rare and com- will appear in majesty with the passing
Belgians held off the Kaiser’s men long
sure, agree with me that this Christian ] manding gift of speech, rare graces of of this scientific, selfish, might-making enough to give these countries time.”
woman’s strong personality and conscien- : heart, clear and positive in his concep- age; for an age of human history in this
tious teaching has been a refining and tions of ethics and the spiritual side of crisis is surely passing away, and a new
benignant influence in our lives.
age will as surely dawn, an age of the
existence.
Christ in man, with robust strength for
These reminiscences and reflections j
Free Medical IBook—in celeiacitus, the Roman Historian, hollowthe strongly endowed, with kindly symarose today from reading those opening
bration of sixty years we have
ing the arms of Caesar into the heart of
and helpfulness for the weaker inlines of “Marmion,” and now as my gaze the German
published a revised edition of
forests, found the Teutonic pathy
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I remember his of this war, had five million soldiers on a
great Beyond.
with one hundred
whimsical smile, as speaking one day of war footing. Russia,
“We and sixty million people and a relatively
his boyhood at Citypoint he said:

the

The angel of dawn on pinions of gold.
Thou wilt modestly, silently, fade from

what be- j less and anxious over the straits into
the militarists have brought them.
seventy years which
will goes for naught. PaternalPopular
I
fail of saving the
a note from ism seems likely to

under the broken headstone
came

of your

sour

apples
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marks in this vicinitv.

R. T. Newell.

“MY FEET ARC STRONG,
VIGOROUS AMD HEALTHY”
“My corns propped out and All Pain and
Misery has disappeared from Callouses and
Bunions and 26 cents did it.”
A package of Exo for Feet, the quickest
acting and surest remedy for painful, swollen,
sweaty feet, costs but 26 cents at druggists.
In every package there is a free box of Eso
for Corps. Use it as directed for three days.
On Abe fourth day lift out the Corn—all of it.
Separate box of Eso For Corns, 10 cents.

;

masses

from sheer hardship, if not starthe close of the present

vation, before

conflict in arms. Had the

people's chosen
representatives passed on the impending issue before the Bureaucrats acted,
this most shocking world conflict would
In the west the opnot now be raging.
forces have

dug themselves

into

posing
the ground, reither being able to date to
dislodge the other. Suppose the Germans
should get nearer Dunkirk and Calais, a
storm of shells awaits them from the allied fleets, over a range of at least five

miles from the sea. Only by the desperate chance of smashing the British
sea power, that has with grim energy
been three hundred years developing,
while theirs has been but thirty years
developing, can the German home people
be saved from dire internal straits, because of lack of raw material from Russia and the Americas, on which their
home industries so largely depend.
Sympathy is due the good home peo(e of Germany first, as also the legions

Is

guiding

And

us

oui

giver of light,
ne'er cometh the shadowy

E. H. BOYINGTON, j
j

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street, Winterport, Maine
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night.
Oh! may life’s parting ray go not out with the
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fade with thy beams in the brightness of
Heaven,
—S. J. Stevens, in Golden Thoughts of Ameriwriters.
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lowing described real

wit:

Easterly by land now or formerly of George
Woods and Joseph Woods, Jr. and William

McGray; •westerly by land now or formerly of
Iiiram Harding; northerly by land now or formerly of said Harding; southerly by lend for-

of Ichabod Spencer, con taining one
hundred and sixty acres, more or less, exceptone
acre
on the easterly side of the road sold
ing
to George Woods by Joseph Woods and oeing
the same real estate conveyed to said William
Walton by Wesley F. Woods by deed dated
April 9, 1912, recorded in Waldo Co. Registry
of Deeds, Vol. 307, Page 137 and being the
same real estate now occupied by said W illiam
mei

even,

|

bidder on the 4th day of December,
1914 at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, the folestate and all the right,
title and interest which the said William M.
Walton has and had in and to the same on the
14th day of February. 1914, at eleven hours
forty-five minutes a. m., the time when the
same was attached on the writ in the same
uit, to wit:
a
A certain lot or parcel of land with the
buildings thereon standing situated in said
Unity, bounded and described as follows, to

highest
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much vaster frontier to
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A few days ago i received
Capt. George T. Osborne of the Upper
Bridge, promising me details concerning
the old cellar and discontinued road, or
my neck when I look
lane, as he calls it, on Patterson Hill, to
me back in memory to |
which I referred in my last letter. Capt.
-f
t hat winter evening or
r®
Osborne owns the land, and no doubt
i®'r'!et with the snow crunching
can tell me something of interest about
a"d
h,wt
our ears tingling with
the old days, which 1 hope to be able
Cold! What did we know or
later to write for you, together with
lr,e cold
never
weather—well,
^
items about some of the other old landw’■
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Livery, Boarding

defend, had six
used to steal her apples—not that
Tho unheeded, forgotten, still loving and true,
Indifferently well, be- boys
million soldiers on a war footing. The
we wanted the apples. They were mean,
For when dewdrops with kisses shall brighten
winter evening until
who in primitive forest asthe flowers
sour things—but it was such fur. to see Germans,
ijeen an uncertain facthe Angles and the SaxAgain thou wilt gladden our wearisome hours,
the big frill on her nightcap when she semblages gave
nomical observations.
into Britain, the first
head out of the window to ons, migrating
sweet beacon light that once guided the
r
constellation has be- stuck her
the
town
idea
of
meeting, the germ of Thy
ttrive us away.” Poor lady of the frill!
way
<re to my
satisfaction;
are
restall
today
popular government,
To the manger where Jesus in innocence lay,
Little matters it to you in your grave
ve
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;stove wood, building sand and
a small quantity of hard wood
GILES G. ABBOTT,

Walton.

W. L. GRAY,
Deputy Sheriff.

SIGN OF DANDRUFF
Try this Simple Home Treatment. It
Surely Makes the Hair Soft, Fluffy
and Lustrous.

For Sale

If your hair ia not pretty, if it is losing
color, too dry, matted, falling out, or if your
scalp itches, you can quickly overcome all of
these conditions at a trifling cost and only a
few moments time. Just get from A. A. Howes
& Co., or any drug counter, some Parisian
Sage, a most helpful and invigorating tonic
that supplies every hair need. It is easily applied, absolutely harmless and is as inexpensive as it is beneficial. Improvement begins
with the first application, for Parisian Sage
not only nourishes the hair roots but stimulates your hair to grow long, thick, soft, fluffy
and lustrous. It immediately removes every
bit of dandruff and stops itching scalp.
Be sure to get Parisian Sage for there is no
other so effective and this will surely give your
hair new life and beauty.
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January 22.

Progressive

Fraternal and

Women. Organized November, 1887.
Belfast Lodge, No. 340, was instituted in the
City of Belfast December 28, 1889, and extends a cordial invitation to those wishing protection at minimum cost to become members
of this lodge. Anyjperson of good health and
habits between the ages of 18 and 45 will be
eligible. Certificates issued for $500, $1000 and
$2000. Information gladly given at all times.
EBEN M. SANBORN. Fin, Sec’y.
6ml8
IDA A. MAHONEY, Cor. Sec’y.
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WILL HAVE THEIR ANNUAL

OPERA HOUSE

and

Social Insurance Order for Men and

BALL IN THE

$39.00

Tel. 216-12

ly

Lincolnville Avenue
2fitf

Tel 137-2

H. C. Hcffses
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Guaranteed work In Chiropody, Manlournn and Shampooing. Aleo Facial Work.
Full line of all kindo of Hair Work at my
parlors over Shire’s Store, Phoenix Row.
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MISS EVIE HOLMES.

Republican Journal

The

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 19t 1914
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

CHARLES A. PILSBURY,

| Busings Manager

Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 26 cents for one week
End 26 cents for each subsequent insertion.
■Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
three
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for
months.

Her delivery wa* a singsong, with rising and falling inflections of voice, like
riding over a succession of thank-yonm’ams in a sleigh drawn by a bob-tailed
horse. Then there was a lusty young
man who was minus a palate, or something else was wrong with the internal
workings of his voice, without impairing
its loudness, and who used to roar through
his nose,
Ruuse ye Romans!
Rouse ye slaves!

There were never any Romans or any
slaves in the audience, but his stentorian
tones were enough to rouse the dead.

In thin age of co-operation, in which
and commercial interests
ave
attained wonderful development
nd success by merging their resources,
t is not to be wondered at that co-operaion has slowly but inevitably wended its
ray into rural life. The old method of

i^S^-—

“Speaking pieces” was not a popular
The situation in Mexico is Villa-nous.
feature of the public schools in those
in
Last year Waish was elected governor days and teachers had much trouble
rostrum.
the
mount
to
of Massachusetts by a plurality of 55,- getting pupils
One teacher, in order to bring about at
612. This year his plurality was 9,724!
least a partial compliance with the reThe Congressional districts carried by
quirement, announced that the recital
the Republicans Nov. 3d represent 296 of two verses would be
accepted as filling
votes in the next electoral college, Us the
bill, and the whole school selected
against 232 for the Democrats.
the same poem, “The Burial of Sir John
and the first two verses, as
The Boston Common Society, in annu- Moore,”
al meeting assembled, was able as usual follows:
n
to point with pride and view with alarm. Not a drum was beird, not a funeral note.
we
As his corse to the
—

Boston Heraid.

Common society in Boston! That must
be

a

misprint.

There

was

unusual

an

occurence

in the

Men shoot deer,
game records last week.
and men are shot for deer, but in this
the hunter was attacked byadetr
he had wounded, and died from the in-

case

juries received.
This week

print

we

We buried him darkly, at dead of night,
The sods, with our bayonets turning;
By the struggling moonbeams misty light.
And the lantern dimly burning.

Two

boyhoad.

The University of Maine football team
went to West Point last week to

play

the

or

by, but further repetiinterdicted, and the penalty

three got

tions were

imposed by

the teacher is

at this distant

not recalled

day.

A recent accession to the books in our

another of the

interesting Reminiscences of Capt.
George L. Norton, editor of The Marii e
Journal, New York.
They appeal to
seafarers generally and particularly to
those of Capt. Norton's native State and
the home of his

hurried;
ramparts
Not a soldier discharged his farewell shot
O’er the grave where our hero we buried.

Free Library is “Recollections of Sixty
Years by the Right Honorable Charles
Tupper, Bart., G. C. M. G., C. B.” Dr.

Annapolis, Md.,

to

play

the naval cadets

The games took place Saturday, and the
army and navy were victorious. , The
scores were: Army 28, Maine 0; Navy 31,

Colby

21.

“Historians in estimating President
Wilson will overlook tariff reform and
other accomplishments and give him a
niche in the hall of fame for his love of
peace. His Mexican policy will be his
chief glory in the future.”—Champ

Clark.
We

understand

well

can

that

the

Speaker has no great love for the man
who cut him out of the Presidency: but
we

did not suppose he would he

castic, publicly,
dent WTlson.

at

so

sar-

the expense of Presi-

After invading Belgium in violation of
treaty obligations, slaughtering the people and devastating a country that had determined to remain neutral in the conflict

inaugurated,

and

exacting

Germany

had

enormous

indemnities from the cities des-

troyed, Germany
fiscate the food

now

proposes to con-

supplies sent by ether
starving people of Bel-

countries to the
in

order to drive

them back to

constitutional amendments. A pamphlet

closely printed pages gives these
proposed statutes, with
arguments respecting the same, for the
of 112

amendments and

information of voters; but how many
would study them so as to vote intelli-

gently?

It is

thousand.

safe to say not

one

in

a

through ignorance
wrongful
ones adopted.
The tendency of the present election laws is to increase the stay
at home vote, and that is generally accepted as including those who have the
most at stake in a community—property
owners, business and professional men,
measures

Thus

wise

may be defeated and

who do not take the trouble to go to the

polls.
in a recent acaress oeiore the

wom-

en’s Club on “The Trend of the Times”

debted for her present prosperity.
now 92 years old and is "the oldest

coming

to bs

accepted

that one may procreed and occupy a
seat in a pew every Sunday and yet fail
to measure up to the full standard ot a
a

Christian, while on the other hand a nonchurch-goer, who recognizes no creed,
may exemplify in his life and
the true spirit of Christianity.
are men

who

can

grammatically,

works"

There
neither speak nor write

who

wear

rough garb,'

whose hands are calloused by daily toil,
who are true gentlemen—yes, natures
noblemen —and others who

though high-

ly educated and richly

clad have no claim
So with the true Christian. He may be a rough diamond, found
in unexpected places, unversed in ritual,
to either title.

creed or tenet, but living up to the golden
rule, lending aid to the unfortunate and

radiating sunshine by his presence. Such
personalities are found in every community; and may their tribe increase.
Mention of the poem “Marco B^rzzaris,” last week, recalled to memory
other favorite “pieces” of the Bchool
boys and girls of fifty or more years ago.
One was Longfellow’s Village Blacksmith. We recall its delivery by a girl
who lisped. She advanced primly to where
the footlights should have been but were
not, made the conventional courtesy and

began—
Under a spweading chestnut tree
The village smithy standtha;
The smith, a mighty man ith he.
With Urge and sinewy handths;
And the mutheU of him bwarney snaths
Are strong ath iron handths.

1 Lot Girls’ Coats,

4.98

1 Lot

2.98

I
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Specially, Priced.
Children’s Coats, Specially Priced.

numbers, selected from the largest and most
varied stock of Suits and Coats ever offered in the city.

These

are

all

new

/%/

ndividualism is gradually giving way to
he co-operative spirit and the result is a
'reatly reduced cost of living and lessen-

1,

|
|

|
i

|

0MB'

■jSpt

jLy

J

'd expense of farming.'
Maine farmers are leading the co-operitive movement and it is gradually being
xtended into every feature of communiy life.
The telephone is one of the most
irofitable business agencies that the
armer car. employ. It affords him families for keeping in constant communica;ion with the markets, provides a sitting
oom for the community where families
:an assemble and discuss the eventB of
;he day without the inconvenience of
xavel or loss of time, and in sickness
ind emergencies it renders a divine service.
Maine farmers should encourage the
juilding of telephone lines. Local co-opirative companies can be formed and
;ountry lines built at small expense.
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“AFTER THE WAR."

|

Let

German people will not be subjugated, even
though Germany’s present government should
There still will remain in Gerje humiliated.

«

sixty millions of the most clear-headed,
itrong-willed, industrious, educated, unified,
:o-operative, and fecund people on the face of
the earth. They still will possess all the secrets of human learning, all the skill of human
hand. Such a people embodies all the making
)f a great commercial power, and ultimately
>f a resurrected political power of the first
magnitude.

us

I

supply

many

I

JAMES
ot

William Cunningham, Archdeacon
CamEly and fellow of Trinity College,
a

course

quote
In stressing

cript

we

follows:

as

|c

H.

HOWES.
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51

This industrial and commercial regeneration of Germany, therefore, may be counted
lpon as a certainty, and within a period of
/ears not greatly exceeding the duration of
France's recuperation from the war of 1870.
South American trade then, as hitherto, will
>e the keynote of her commercial policy.
Thus we shall soon find Germany potentially,

1 Thanksgiving Supplies f
We have

2

everything in the

grocery line you

want for

2

ind

later

actually,

a

political

factor

in

I

pedic shu;

The Dinsmore St

J

Cut Dovt
Your Meat and

the

Grocery

8i|ls,
the responsibility
living statesman in the world.” In 1854
citizen Dr. Cunningham said
individual
this
between
the Elgin reciprocity treaty
that the man who sought independence
country, Canada and the Maritime Prov- of party government was throwing his
HAVE BETTER FOOD FOR;
Fre9h and Dried Fruits of all kinds, Nuts,
inces was negotiated for a term of ten time away.
“Only by the parties can
we accomplish
any great good
ind
,,T.
policy.
aggressive
MONEY
Choice
years, then to be terminated by either
Canned
me
Fancy Crackers,
Goods,
State,” the speaker remarked.
It is elementary to point out the necessity of
new Cut Price
scorning a
party. It was abrogated by the United
My
sits
aloof,
who
bulk
and
in
7T
independent
Pickles in
glass, Cheese, Con- r^i ;he United States holding, and at all times re- Bacon is another ;tc:
States in J866. The treaty was admit- things and sneering at all things, does
absolute military supremacy in the
whatever. In
and.
Cigars,
fectionery,
tedly beneficial to both countries, Can- nothing. He’s of no use
cost of living.
everything to be n fining,
is in
Caribbean. This necessity is not a matter of
an attitude of superciliousness
fact,
the
other
includes
and
this
provada,
U
in
an
the
United
Stites
THE BACON W!
that
found
iryumeni. Assuming
up-to-date Grocery Store.
general to be condemned.
inces, had no manufactories and found
“Much of this desire for independence
mas to remain the dominant power in ihis
FLA'
ia market for the raw material in this
is based on a wrong conception of poll
lemisphere, and to be and remain secure from
and
8
motives
real
It
has
a
flavor
the
of
of
and
country, buying here the finished pro- cal parties
molestation, such necessity is axiomatic. To
I am ready to
When you once kn
a voluntary reshort
of
noth):
means
ducts. The fishermen of the Maritime desires of the politicians. is the highest
it
-|
g
deny
Medicines.
Drugs
assert that government
Groceries,
nunciation of that ambition, a voluntary sur- will he served on \
Provinces found a market for their fish form of human activity. Nothing can
choice native pig por
render of such security.
j
here, and a large fleet of American ves- surpass the service of the government
^ With the construction of the Panama Cana 1 curing. There is y.
for the welfare
sels was employed iri bringing coal from and of the true politician
whole
the
in turn, of
the absolute military control of that entire Have it for your bi t
With of the State and
Pictou and Cape Breton ports.
FOREST NOl'ES.
LIBERTY.
world.
theater of strategy became an instant and init by the strip for on
and
the abrogation of the treaty coal shipMiss Florence Bradstreet, who has been >
“Altogether too much suspicion
exorable necessity. We might be shorn of half
One hundred shade trees will be
ui
and
there
planted by a dozen States and still not be weakened as a 21c.
ments to this country stopped,
too many cnarges
a
for
Walter
Mrs.
Young,
take visiting her sister,
the Massachusetts forestry association in cities
We cut prices on e
been brought against the men who
was a heavy duty on fish coming from
much as we should be through
is that
and towns of four population classes which world power so
few weeks, returned to Augusta last week,
in politics. The simple fact'.
part
table.
The
of
the Provinces.
the loss of the Panama Canal as a military asSecretary it is the easiest thing in the world to inobject
win
prize contests for excellence in street tree
where she will resume her duties as a trained
set. Its possession being vital, its security itf
of State Seward in abrogating the treaty terpret every one of your own actions as
planting.
Perry’s Cash Mark*
to turn around nurse. She was accompanied by Mr. Young
equally so. Therefore atone stride the Caribwas generally accepted to be a means of a matter of duty and then
someone
that
as one of
act
The Only Strictly
into
the
comes
Sea
foreground
and
bean
in
Mr.
every
the
interpret
Young’s
and family, making
trip
The Russian government has
forcing Canada into the American Union
an emof the

»Vestern hemisphere. Germany’s disposition
nay be negligible, or amicable, or even coiperative. On the other hand, it may, by
iome sudden realignment of other powers, fl ire
ip into a burning flame of new-born ambition
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confident that this would
be brought about. At this stage of afand many

were

fairs Dr.

ipation

in the

a long story and need not be introduced here.
Dr. Tupper was foremost in securing
the federation of Provinces now the Dominion of Canada, which includes all the

that is

Provinces but Newfoundland; in promoting the building of the Canadian Pacific
railroad, by which British Columbia was
brought into the federation; in obtaining
subsidies for steamship lines from Vancouver to the Orient, and from Canadian
ports to England. He was also the originator and earnest advocate of the
National Policy, which means protection
to Canadian industries, and which has
brought prosperity to that country, as it
has in this. This prosperity received a
check when the Conservative party went
out of office, and under Premier MacKenzie a free trade policy was in effect
for five years during which, to quote Dr.

Rev. Haraden S. Pearl said, among other
things, that “there were more empty Tupper, ‘‘the country was depopulated;”
seats in the churches of today than at
and they were ‘‘five years which were
any time in its history, and it is also a ever to be deplored in our history.” In
fact that individually people are more
1898 the party of protection won, and a
religious than ever before.” We believe new era of prosperity for Canada began.
that the truth of both statements will be
How the present Democratic tariff is
generally recognized. It would be pre- regarded in Canada may be seen by the
sumptious, perhaps, for a layman to at- following quotation from Dr. Tupper’s
tempt to solve this problem, but any one book:
can see that the trend of the times is to
It was a ereat dav for the Dominion
break down the barriers of creed and when the people rejected the Taft-Fieldpredjudice and to bring together all de- ing treaty, for under^the radical revision
States tariff, Canada,
nominations of Christians. Then it is of the United
without giving any equivalent, will reap
fess allegiance to

[Greatest

1 Lot-Women’s Suits, Specially Priced.$13.98
5.98
1 Lot Women’s Coats, Specially Priced.

TransHe' port of this lecture in the Boston

Tupper began an active particpublic affairs of his countheir devastated and despoiled homes.
try and gave evidence of the qualities of
which later, distinguished
What are we coming to, with the pri- statesmanship
In all the negotiahis public career.
and
referendum
the
initiative
maries,
followed he was careful to
and other details of a popular election? tions which
between
The ballot cast at the election in Cali- avoid creating any animosity
for an
two
the
countries,
asking
only
a
of
which
fornia Nov. 3d, for specimen
equitable adjustment of the questions at
we are indebted ;o Fred W. Angier, is 24
In these negotiations the fisheries
by 34 inches, one half devoted to the issue.
candidates and the other to the proposed naturally occupied a prominent part, but

gium.

2 Day Coat and Suit Sale
in the History of this Store.

Tupper, as he is familiarly called, for he bridge, England, has delivered
and Politics”
practiced medicine in early life and after of lectures on “Christianity
Boston, and
he had actively engaged in politics, is a before the Lowell Institute,
week was on
native of Nova Scotia, and to him more his closing lecture last
From a rethan to any other one man is Canada in- “Positive Christian Duty.”

Army cadets and the Colby team went to is

I%

isnfacturing

—

placed
as a matter of his self-interes.. |
auto_Mrs. C. B. Hoit spent a few days in bargo on all kinds of
in publumber, to prevent its
“I have met a great many men
the guest of Mrs. Elijah
last
week,
Belfast
different
walnut
at
exportation;
lumber, including Circaslic life in England and been
Ritchie, and was present at the reception sian walnut, much prized by American furnitimes very closely associated with them,
to the
are
O.
E.
S„
Primrose
motives
Chapter,
their
by
ture makers, is specifically mentioned.
given
and I want to say that
than the
Friusually far higher and purercredit tor. Grand Matron, Mrs. Adelaide Meservey,
them
6th-Mr.
Nov.
Wilkins,
to
Clyde
give
day evening,
public is willing
Experiences with forest fires on the national
the
principal of Liberty High school, closed a very forests this year show that automobiles, where
This is the more interesting as at
I
and
successful term of ten weeks last Friday
they can be used, furnish the quickest and
recent Community Efficiency conference
left Saturday to enjoy a vacation of two
cheapest
transportation for crews of fire
in Augusta precisely opposite views were
weeks at his home in Wilton. Mr. Wilkins is a
of Portfighters. Motor rates are higher than those
presented. Clifford McGlauflin
and
much
interested
man
of
Maine
for teams for the actual time employed, but
and a University
land, well known as an attorney,
in athletics... .Alien Knowiton, who has been
the total cost per distance traveled and in
member of the Civic Righteousness Com- with the American Express Co. in Belfast for
wages paid to men in getting to fires is much
on
his
connection
the past few years, has severed
mission, submitted a special report
less. The time-saving is self-evident;
trips
the subject of “Party Slavery,” in which and is passing a few weeks of rest at his ho me which
ordinarily require two days time by
as the Crockett
known
the
of
here_The
building
utterance
he quoted the classic
I team have been made by automobile in a few
was sold last week to A. J. Skidmore,
hours
Portland lawyer who declared he would building
will
be
and
it
alterations
some
who will make
vote for the devil if the devil was a canBilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Bitter
occupied by Maurice Gray, the newly appointdidate for his party. This is perhaps
Complexion sallow? Liver perhaps
ed postmaster.... Mrs. E. G. Norton left last { taste?
toneeds
waking up. Doan’s Regulets for bilious
true in a measure, but much less so
week for a few days'visit in Belfast and Au- i
attacks.
50c. at all stores.
condij
day than in the past, and present
gusta.... Dr. and Mrs. W. L. Cargill of Pittssusfield were auto visitors in town last Sunday, ICNOV
tions, in our opinion at least, will
else does

have free trade and a “war
result
tax” of $100,000,000, higher cost of living, and thousands of our people thrown
out of employment.

CATARRH LEADS
TO CONSUMPTION
blood disease
It may
as scrofula or rheumatism.
be relieved, but it cannot be removed
by simply local treatment. It causes
headache and dizziness, impairs the
taste, smell and hearing, affects the
voice, deranges the digestion, and
Catarrh is

as

much

a

breaks down the general health. It
weakens the delicate lung tissues and
leads to consumption.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla goes to the
seat of the trouble, purifies the blood,
and is so successful that it is known
as the "best remedy for catarrh.

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla strengthens

and tones the whole system. It builds
for Hood’s,
up. Ask your druggist
and insist on having it. There is no

real substitute.

TOO MANY CHILDREN
are

tain the position

taken by Dr.

Cunning-

can
Independence in voting that
to
the
opposed
in
party
aiding
only result

ham.

the reforms cr measures the voter professedly has at heart cannot be justified
from any point of view. It is not merevote
ly a vote thrown away; it is a half
for what the voter believes, or professes
to believe, to be wrong. Of even greater
is the statement of Dr. Cunningham concerning the charges brought
These are for the
men.
moment

against public
part unfounded, inspired by personal animosity or bitter partisanship,
and are an offence against good citizenis
ship. The tendency of such attacks
to inculcate a popular belief that our
officials generally are corrupt or incommost

both. Of their injustice many
case
examples could be given. A recent
is that of Hon. Joseph G. Cannon, exof RepSpeaker of the National House
resentatives. While Democrats would
naturally be opposed to him on party
petent,

or

glUUUUOf

_1
auu

-iL_nnt

vwivau

....p,-

QITPOO

OJlth

D

him on

efforts of President Wilson to secure his
defeat. But not unfrequently men of
driven
ability and integrity have been
from public life by charges which have
no

foundation in fact.

FREIGHT WRECK ON M. C. R. RBrunswick.

Me.,

Nov.

17.

The worst

Maine
freight wreck in the history of the
Central railroad, according to ita officials, occurred today at Harward’s Station, between

Richmond and Bowdoinhnm, when 31 cars out
of SO in west-bound train No. 834 were piled
None of the train crew was injured, but
up.
three tramps, who were noticed when the
train
through Richmond, had not been

passed

accounted for.

The, wreck, which was caused by the breaking of a car wheel, will block the main line for
three days, at least, but traffic was resumed
during the day by means of a siding near
hich the accident happened.
The derailed cars were in the middle of the
train, nine ahead and ten behind remaining on
the tracks. Half are of steel construction
and the others are box cars with steel frames.
The damage was heavy, but no estimate was

w

made.

DR. FOSS’
Cold and
A

undersize, under-uieight

have no ambition and do not progress.
Such children need the rich medicinal
i nourishment in Scott's Emulsion above
! everything else; its pure cod liver oil con! tains nature's own blood-forming, fleshbuilding fats which quickly show in rosy
better appetite, firm flesh and

cheeks,

sturdy

!

frames.

If your children are languid, tired
when
rising, catch cold easily or find
;
their studies difficult, give them Scott’s
Emulsion; it supplies the very food ele! ments that their
systems lack.
was
which
I
.The
social
The schools in town have all begun, with the
guests of G. H. Cargill...
Scott’s Emulsion contains no alcohol
the
to have been given last Friday evening in
following teachers: Miss Clara Ingraham,
and is so good for growing children it's a
Grange hall by the High school was postponed Knox Ridge school; Mrs. Maude Boulter at the
pity to keep it from them.
for three weeks on account of the inclement Center; Mrs. Mertie Bailey, Kenney school;
Scott &Bowue, Bloomfield, N. J.
14-47
Mr. Lee Kenney at East Knox, and Mrs. Annie
weather.
B. Aborn, Ray school-Monday’s rain was
much appreciated and much more is needed....
CENTER MONTVILLE.
Friday night's thunder shower gave us very Mrs. Mary Kelsey Leonard of Union is the
little moisture, but some very sharp lightning. guest of Mrs. Mattie Abbott and others....
A bolt entered H. F. Jackson's house on the tel- | Justis Turner of Palermo is working for Harephone wire, came up through the floor under land Cross. Mr. Cross wishes to extend gratethe instrument and killed the dog. The fam- ful thanks to the neighbors who so kindly
?
yyyyMvyy
ily was unharmed, although it is said some of harvested his potatoes for him.E. S.
Pitcher of Belfast was in town Saturday on
them were in the room....While out with a
rifle near C. B. Ring's Sunday, Raymond Fur- business... .Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn were
bush accidently shot himself through the Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
shoulder, A flesh wound was sustained which C. Carey in Montville....Mr. and Mrs. J.
required some stitches. No serious results George Lappen went to Boston Monday for a
two weeks’ visit with relatives....Charlie
are anticipated unless blood poisoning ensues.
....It is feared that Gladys Hannan has an Cross was called here from Portland by the
ulcer coming on one of her eyes.... P. C. Allen serious illness of his brother, Harland Cross,
has been having an ill turn with jaundice....
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gay have returned from a PROSPECT.
Among those who attended the district contrip to Pittsfield, Palmyra and Bangor-Miss
of Pythian Sisters in Old Town last
Alice Lowell ariived at her home at McFar- vention
were Mrs. Emma Bachelder, Mrs.
land's Corner Friday, after a serious illness in Thursday
Clarice Cummings and Mrs. Jennie Dockham
the Deaconess Hospital in Boston....Justin
.Miss Susan Rainey left last week for AuV. Jackson had two toes crushed Saturday by
has employment....Mrs.
gusta, where she
a horse stepping on his foot....Marshall GorRollins returned home last week from
don of South Montville shot a deer in Frank Lowell
General Hospital, where she
Knowles’ field last Friday afternoon.... Mel- the Eastern Maine
and is slowly regaining
vin Rogers went to Belfast last Saturday and had been for treatment,
her health.... Mrs. Hattie Grant, who had been
Car.Mrs.
C.
P.
mother...
his
to
visit
Sunday
groceries, drugs
several weeks with her parents, Capt
ter, who has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. R spending
has returned to her
AND MEDICINES,
Robert
and
Mrs.
Killman,
M. Carter in Belfast, got home Sunday.
and Mrs. Q. M. Cum- I
Mrs. Calieta Sprowl and Dr. A. D. Ram- home in Kingman-Mr.
mings spent several days last week with.Mr
say have moved to Jefferson for the winter....
Thomas Cuddy at their pleasant home
Mrs. Margie Jackson and children, who have and Mrs.
in Bangor. They returned home Sunday in
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Rebecca Potheir new five-passenger Ford car, which Mr.
land, went to their home in Searsmont Sunday.
while there. They were
....Mr. and Mrs. Clement Webber, with Mrs. Cummings purchased
who is a
Webber’s slater, Evelyn Hewes, have moved to accompanied by Leslie Cunningham,
driver and who is teaching Mr. CumC. L. Abbott’s lumber camp for the winter- very fine
are glad to see another auto in
Mrs. A. D. Baker, who has been stopping with mings. All
her daughter, Mrs. Lewis Bachelder, returued ! town.
to her home in Searsmont the first of the

A.A. Howes & Co.

DON’T NEGLECT
YOUR STOMACH

Cushman recently went
week....Mrs.
to Palermo and brought home her mother.
Mrs. Mary Bowler, for a visit....Mrs. John!
Cornforth and daughter Elizabeth of Knox, and
If It’s Upset Mi-o-na Puts It Right and
Mrs. Sarah Thompson, were guests of Mrs. W.
Ends Distress.
P. Jones Saturday and Sunday... .One day last
If you are one of the thousands who cannot
week E. E. Tasker made 1001 gallons of cider.
eat a simple meal without its lyirg in the
stomach like lead, fermenting and causing
It Really Does Relieve Rheumatism
painful distress, sourness and gas, do not delay
but get at once some Mi-o-na—a simp'e preEverybody who is afflicted with Rheumatism scription to be had at any druggist’s—that
in any form should by all means keep a bottle quickly and effectively ends indigestion and
of Sloan’s Liniment on hand. The minute you corrects bad stomach.
You must not allow your upset stomach to go
feel pain or soreness in a joint or muscle, bathe from bad to worse for there will surely be
Liniment.
not
rub
it.
Do
it with Sloan's
longer periods of food fermentation, causing
un reSloan’s penetrates almost immediately right to greater agony, more gas, sick headache,
freshing sleep, “blue spells’’ and nervousness.
the seat of pain, relieving the hot, tender,
A few Mi-o-na tablets are just what you
swoolen feeling and making the part easy and need. Use them freely at the first sign of discomfortable. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment tress. Mi-o-na not only quickly ends the
but helps to uoclog the liver and
for 25 cents of any druggist and have it in the misery,
the stomach—then your food is
strengthens
sore
and
swollen
joints, properly digested.
house—against colds,
ailMi-o-na is not only inexpensive but A. A.
rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica and like
& Co. sell it with agreement to refund
ments. Your money back if not satisfied, but Howes
the money if it does not give satisfaction.
it does give almost instant relief.
Emma

Washington Hose Co.
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Cereals

Saturday,

Waldo C
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with pinched faces and poor blood; they
do not complain but appetite lags, they
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public issues, there can be no question as to his ability or his integrity, and
enormous advantages.
hold his
no one should deny his right to
Under the Taft treaty Canada was to
camrecent
the
in
Yet
own opinions.
'make equivalent tor the concessions
he was held up by a portion of the
paign
given her, but the Underwood-Wilson Democratic press as unfit to hold public
tariff opens our markets to the agricult- office and as
guilty of manifold sins of
ural products and manufactories of Can- omission or commission.
We are not
ada without return. Mr. Taft’s defeat
but the
“Uncle
Joe,”
for
a
brief
holding
was largely due to his reciprocity treaty,
of his Congressional district have
people
many thousands giving their votes to returned him to Congress by a large
ProWilson who would otherwise have voted
plurality over the Democratic and
for the Republican candidate, and as a
gressive candidates, despite the personal
we

world’s chief strategic centers. Stuart H.
Perry, in the November number of The North
American Review.
the
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We wish to thank all "
our recent severe berDr. Foster C. Small. A
tiful flowers sent.
MR. and Ml*
P. D. H. CA
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January 22.
E. H. BOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF THE

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,
■

14 South Main Street. Winterport, Maine*
OFFICE

DAYS, MONDAYS AND TUESDA.

RUSSELL C
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Room to
With steam heat, ball' tool
lights with use of telepl'-’
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We wish to thank all
us in our late bereavement
MRS. FRED J. Cl I
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Bold hia in ter eat in the
Mareano has
store to John Drigo.

C'

of the Woman’s Club will be NovMrs. S. A. Parker will give “An

nt

pep*rth'en"

'street,

Hutching returned Friday
she had been for a eritiwas accompanied by her
ratjun. She
Mrs. Ceorge Harcourt of Portland.
A

E.
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j.Ughtt’r*
*

am
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where

G Preston and family of this city
to the Wright
VP early in December

Linoolnville
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avenue,

now

societies at Kent’s Hill gave
jiainments last Friday evening, and
the Eromathean Society inikrrHlI) of
4uo solo by Miss Angie Paine of
erary
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Morrison, who recently undercritical surgical operation on his
walk down town and hopes to be
.me his work as brakeman on the
cl; R. R. early next month.

1

«
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fire department has been
of back premises
is allowed to accumulate, thus
It is a case
ie and property.
f prevention is worth a pound
f the

received from the publishWare & Co., Boston, The Old
unac for 1915.
This is No. 123.
was established in 1793 by Roband has been published continuhas

I

j
|

kinds” without relief there

The steamer Castine, Capt. Coombs, completed her season on the Bangor and Castine
route last Saturday and is now running on the
Belfast, Islesboro, Castine and Brooksville
route in place of the Golden Rod. The latter
will undergo the usual overhauling of hull and
machinery preparatory for the next season’s

inspection

)

B. H. Mudgett and J. E. Hayes of this city
and Joseph and L. F. Pendleton and Benson
Gilkey oi Isleaboro returned last Saturday
from a hunting trip in Northern Maine with
their full quota of deer and a number of part

The Young People’s Society of Christian
Endeavor and Castle North, K. O. K. A., both
of the North church, will hold a joint sociable in
the vestry tomorrow, Friday, night. A musicaj
program will be followed by games. Refreshments will be served.

oMate J. E. Alexander has deolors to be used on automobile
eason of 1915 shall be blue figbase. This is a reversal on
> ,’Le
colors on the 1914 plates.

Ij

Capt. F. L. Greene arrived from Belfast
Saturday with his new launch, the Evelyn,
built by Coombs, the well known boat builder

city. She is a handsome craft, 32 feet
long and 8 feet wide; built of the best material,
and finely finished up. The cabin takes nearly
half her length and easily accommodates half
She is fitted with a Peerless
a dozen persons.
engine, with a 3 h. p. auxilary engine for use
in case of accident to the larger one.—Deer
Isle Messenger.
of that

A

n

of the executive board of the
Women’s Clubs will be
almouth Hotel, Portland, Saturih. All chairmen of the commitmbersof the advisory board are inresent. Luncheon at 12,30.

g

ration of

Good progress is now being made on the
road in process ‘of construction from
Lincolnville to Northport. That part known as
Section 1, from the Lincolnville line to Saturday Cove, will be completed this fall, and as
much more as the weather will allow. Work in
Northport is now going on as far as Charles
Dickey’s and it will eventually go through to
Bangor. About 200 men and 40 teams are now
employed on the work, under the direction of
State

Vhtly Auction club, with Miss Jun substituting for Mrs. Helen W.
ntertained Friday afternoon by
White.

Lunch

served at

was

prescribed menu being sandcookies, coffee and grapes.
ling the long continued drouth
supply holds its own and if any
la little. Consumers should
owever, as in case of fire there
vv drain on the
reservoir. Since
was written we have had a
heavy
-is needed.

:'i

!

|
i
;
!

George Morgan, contractor and superintendent,
with H. H. Howe as resident engineer,
the regular meeting Tuesday afternoon
of Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of the
At

R., the following program was greatly
enjoyed: Remarks for the Good of the Order
by Mrs. Augusta Fletcher, president; piano
solo, Mrs. A, T. Gay; essay on The Star Spangled Banner, Mrs, Julia G. McKeen; reading.
Food for Thought, Mrs. Warren A. Nichols.
Forty, including the members of the Post and
G. A.

steamboat inspectors have
three months the license of

‘Ws

■rown

I

the Eastern

of

learner

Steamship

Belfast, which

sank the
hooner Alma E. A. Holmes off
Eight on Oct. 10th. Capt. Brown

|

1

J'Ity

of

negligence in running the
a fog.
Capt. Frank

friends, sat down to the 5-cent lunch that followed the program. At the meeting next
Tuesday a program of unusual interest will be

speed in

'iampden

is in command of

the Bel-

given.

|
!

forget

not deal any too gently
with these good servants.

The greatest apple show ever held in Maine
opened in City Hall, Bangor, last Tuesday
evening un der the direction of the Maine State
Pomological society. Among the well-known
apple growers of the State represented by
displays were Harry Littlefield of Brooks and
A. L. Blaisdell of Winterport.

H

us

If you

have

tried

.“ail

is still the famous

GROUND GRIPPER

Tbe food sale at the Woman’s Club

Wiaterport Sunday

shoes that have cured thousands of foot sufferers.
Made for Men and Women.

Notes. Clarence Penney of Thornentered the Waldo County Hospital last
Thursday for surgical treatment.Clyde
bloody of Belfast has undergone a surgical
operation_Mrs, Georgie Rolerson Dickey,
who has been in the hospital some time for
treatment, is improving and was taken to her
Main

Rtreet

home

last

(

I

Charles Sambrook returned to her home in
Searsport last Sunday.... Mrs, E. A. Dinslow,
a surgical patient, returned to her home in

clothing factory Miles S. Jellison is
on Bridge street, on the lot formerly
occupied by the North Primary school, is practically completed as to the exterior, The
roof is shingled, windows in and the building
occuhas received a priming coat of paint. It
school building,
pies the foundation of the
and the many
having a wing on the west side,
in the work
large windows ensure ample light
When Mr. Jellison moves into hie new
rooms.
he will be able to greatly increase his
The

building

building
already large business.

City W'ater. The Belfast Water Co.
of the
has received from H. D. Evans, director
the followLaboratory of Hygiene at Augusta,
The

several of the jail inmates, nine in number,
joined. All present enjoyed the service. Later
Mr. Cushman remarked that he could use to
advantage more magazines and books than
were

tion

*

I

We invite you to call and view the line of KIRSCH-

|

BAUM and MICHAELS STERNS Suits which

|

will be

|

We
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Neckwear and Shirts

jj

just

a

*

arrived for THANKSGIVING

complete line of

Have the most

►

I

I

wear.
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Mackinaw CoatS

city—fifty different

coats to make

■!

a

selection from.

■

H

THE HOME OF GOOD VALUES

<

I

>

D. South worth Co.

Ralph

f

?

I CHRISTMAS
—CARDS—
Our stock is larger and bettei than ever before.
are now on sale, and the early comers will get the best

They

selection.

Thursday at 4 p. m. in the office of
Woodbury, superintendent of schools,
city building.
held each

their disposal, in answer to the ques
what book would be most acceptable

>

s

Elbridge S. Pitcher, chairman; Rev. Horace B.
Sellers; publicity committee, Orrin J. Dickey,
chairman; Miss Anne M. Kittridge, Rev. Haraden S. Pearl; soliciting committee, Elon B. Gilchrist, chairman; Mrs. Amos Clement, James
H. Howes and Roscoe Black; distribution of
gifts, W. B. Woodbury, chairman; Hon. Robert
F. Dunton, Dr. Carl H. Stevens. W. G. Hatch'
tree committee, Rev. William Vaughan, Mrs.
E. A. Wadsworth, O. E. Frist and Wilson Ellis.
Meetings of the general committee will be

at

|

dandy line of

showing

to be found in the

secretary, Rev. A. A. Blair, and the treasurer,
C'. W. Wescott, will make arrangements for the
Christmas festival and Yuletide celebration:
Program committee, Charles R. Coombs, chairman; Mrs. Charles Bradbury, S. A. Parker and
Hon. Robert F. Dunton; music committee, Mrs.

j

are

we

to show you.

pleased

which have

|

ones.

of the Unitarian church that he had called at
the county jail Saturday and obtained permission to hold services there Sunday at 3 p. m.
and asked all who could to attend with him,
especially those who could sing. Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, Mrs. George A. and Miss Katherine C. Quimby, Misses Charlotte W. Colburn
and Marian Hazeltine, Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Howes, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Howes and
Allen Howes accompanied him to the jail,
where they ware very courteously received by
Sheriff Frank A. Cushman. The service was
informal, including familiar hymns, in which

j!

OVERCOAT

or an

*

9

Montville yesterday, Wednesday.Howard
Taylor of Unity, who was in the hospital about
of the general committee to
six weeks ago, returned Wednesday for far- meeting Nov. 12th,
The young people of the Methodist parish
arrange the municipal Christmas tree. Chairther
treatment.
were guests of Rev. and Mrs. Horace B. Sellers
man Morris L. Slugg appointed the following
Kev. Annur
SUNDAY SERVICE AT THti JAIL,.
last Friday evening. Games were played and
committees, which, with the chairman, the
H. Sargent announced at the morning service
served.
were
refreshments
light
William A. Kimball recently met with a less
in the death of his horse Bell, the large black
She was
one so frequently seen on the street.
a great pet and highly valued .by her owner.

SUIT

X

E. S. Pitcher, Mrs. Geo. R. Doak, Mrs. Ralph
H. Howes, Mrs. Ben Haziltine, Mrs. Wilmer J
Dorman, Miss Lillian V. Ryan. A children’s
hour with games and dances, with Miss CharlotteW. Colburn at the piano, followed the supper, and later a dance, with music by McKeen’s orchestra, was enjoyed by the older

Thursday.Mrs.

>

1

Unitarian Parish Party. The first parish
party of the season was given in Memorial hall
last Friday evening and was not in the least
interferred with by the storm and its effects.
The supper menu included chicken, clams, hot
rolls, pickles, jellies, assorted cake, whipped
cream;pie8 and coffee. Mrs. G. I.Keating.chairman of the Alliance supper committee, was assisted by the following, who had tables: Mrs.

dike

SKeSMnAmore^

FOR

the Pierce-Billings factory.

Hospital

Men’s, $5.50; Women’s,
$5.00. For sale only by

;

Are You Going Away

to attend tfai

To the neighbors and friends and the attending
physician. Dr. Eugene L. Stevens, the occasion
was of unusual interest and very impressive.
Mr. Wyman recently came here to work in

room

Saturday afternoon as a benefit to the Home
for Aged Women was very successful, netting
$30. A much larger quantity of food could
have been disposed of. Several who were unable to cook gave money. Mrs. Ben Hsxeltine,
chairman, Mrs. William B. Swan and Mrs.
Clyde B. Holmes of the benevolent committee,
and Mrs. Charles M. Craig, Mrs. Charles E.
Rhoades and Mrs. George I. Keating of the
culinary committee had charge of the sale.

M. P; WOODCOCK & SON.

W. B

Howard, alias Gordon, the young
colored man of Hampden, committed in SepThe Weather. The clerk of the weather
ing report:
of water from tember for statutory offences, said he had read was
’way off in his prophecies last week—“fair
Analysis of the fall samplethe
4th instant, a
me of
to
and
Les
Miserables
sent
of
Victor
Hugo's
part
your supply,
Mrs. Dwight P. Palmer, who has been conand warmer” proved to be cloudy and colder,
Belfast Hook & Ladder Co. No. 1 will give j
condition to
phows the water to be in good
to finish it.
fined to her home on Church street for the
and Friday night brought us all kinds of weaThe water is free always wanted
their 13th annual concert and ball in the Opuse for drinking purposes.
from all evidence of contact with sewage
The Hospital Club and invited guests were ther in a bunch. We had in a few hours rain, era House Friday evening, Dec. 18th. Music past ten days, is now able to be about her
The filtration of the water has reroom and is gaining rapidly,
wastes
entertained,
socially, Wednesday afternoon snow, hail, thunder and lightning and a gale by Keyes’ orchestra.
a
satto
color
and
moved the organic material
Miss
Frances that did considerable damage to trees about the
E.
and
Nov,
no hydrate of aluminum
11th,
by
and
evening,
Mrs. Sarah Rideout Abbott, president of the
isfactory degree,
A Teachers’ Class. The first of the sercondition
is passing the filters. In its present
Abbott at the home of her parents, Mr. and city. A tree on the premises of Postmaster
Maine Federation of Women's Club3, will be
water to
ies of twelve lectures under the direction of
this water is a safe and satisfactory
Mrs. Giles G. Abbott, Lincolnville avenue. The Carleton on Congress street was blown down,
the guest of the Belfast Women's Club this,
Prof. Arthur J. Jones of the University of
use for all domestic purposes.
a tree in front of the D. N.
Hostess provided a buckboard to take the and a limb from
A reception will be held
Maine on Educational and Sociological ques- Thursday, evening.
was
street
torn
off
on
house
Bird
Congress
at the club room from 7.45 to 8 30. In the reguests to and from the city, but some went by
was given in the High schoolroom last
tions
of
the
front
window
sitthe
auto and others walked. In the afternoon the and blown against
line will be Mrs. Abbott, Mrs. Amos
Saturday and was attended by the High school ceiving
members of the club were busy with their ting room, smashing in the whole frame. In
Ernest Higgins of the Morrill Clement, Mrs Essie P. Carle, Mrs. James C.
Mr.
teachers,
needlework and at 6.30 o’clock a delicious sup- the height of the gale two wires were crossed
Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon, Mrs. James
W. B. Woodbury, Mr. Ze- Durham,
at Knowlton’s corner, East Belfast, and put High school, Supt.
per was served, and the evening was spent
S. Harriman.Mrs. Clarence E. Read,Mrs Thos.
nas Hartshorn and Miss Grace A. Lord of the
with music and games. Those who attended the electric lights out of commission for a litteachers’ class was organ- B. Dinamo:e, Mrs. Charles M. Craig, Mrs. Ben
tle time, and they suffered brief eclipses sev- Grade schools. A
were Dr. and Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, Dr. and
Hazeltine. The ushers will be Mrs Adalbert
ized and the course of reading mapped out by
were
on
The
street
a
later.
eral
times
lights
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A.
Prof. Jones, who also spoke briefly on the Millett and Mrs. S. A. Parker. At 8.30 Mrs.
were
not
affected.
The
circuit
and
the club.
A social hour
Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hayford, Mr. different
and the working of the mind, j Abbott will address
of Percy C. Webber brain structure
when Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes, asand Mrs Z. Hartshorn, Misses Margaret Keene, lightning struck the house
will be given for this course and ap- ( will follow,
Credits
off the
Maude B. Steward, Helen Sanderson, Mrs, on Bayview street extension, tearing
sisted by Misses Louise Brown, E. Frances®
plied to the teachers’ professional certificates.
upper part of the porch railing and landing it
Maine Hills, Mrs. Colby Rackliffe, Mrs. W. B
will s;*/
! Those not active teachers may attend this Abbott and M 's Tn>mi?E. B>w t
the
on the
and
in
the
paint
damaging
garden,
Woodbury, Arthur Condon, Wilson Ellis and
It is! refreshm ants. All members of the Traveller’s
course by paying $5, the regular fee.
William

|
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LOOK!

?REE j
FREE!
THANKSGIVING APPRECIATION SALE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Thanksgiving

to commemorate the fact and also to show you our
>ou have

given

us, we will for the three

fiiursday, Friday

and

Nov.

you mention this

article

instance, it your purchases amount to

$1.(J0,

Sale

and 21,

advertisement)

you can select any otner article or

articles worth 50c., and in the same way for a
worth of goods due you more than you
buy,

$2.00 purchase you will have $1.00
making $3.00 that you get for $2.00,
anu so on up; $10.00 purchase
gets you $5.00 extra or $15 for the $10, and $25
gets you an additional $12.50 worth of goods free.
This applies to everything in our Crockery and Basement Salesrooms—Fancy
China, Dinner Sets, Glass Ware, Lamps, Cut Glass, Jap-a-lac, Toilet Sets, Pictures,
Wall Papers, Curtains, Sewing Machines, Curtain Rods, Toys, Dolls, Sleds, Cutlerv,
Stationary, Books, Games, Agate Ware, Tin Ware, Silver Ware, Aluminum Ware,
Wooden Ware, Wire Goods, Chafing Dishes, Vacuum Sweepers, Rugs, etc., in fact
everything on these two floors, excepting EDISON GOODS.
This is a good time to buy a Dinner Set—$10 buys a $10 Dinner Set and also
entitles the purchaser to $5.00 worth of goods ABSOLUTELY FREE.
$15.00 buys a $15 Set with an additional FREE gift of goods of $7.50.
*10.00 entitles you to a FREE gift of $10 worth, etc.-S
«

R
you can

*

D IT OVER AGAIN.

get the goods

Read it carefully and
you need and all your

see

what it

means to you,

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FREE.
do not count, for instance, a $1.50
50c. FREE GIFT the same as a $1.00 purchase would.

Fractional dollar
one to a

This is

charged

on

a

purchases

CASH SALE and

these

no

purchase entitles

FREE GIFTS will be given with

days.

joker in this advt. You get one-half MORE than
whether your purchase amounts to $1.00 or $1,000.
There is

goods

no

—IT’S A REAL

you pay

SALE—

YOURS TRULY,

for,

an-

or

articles

worth 50 cents; and for

a

$2

covered with frost and the temabout 10 above with a northwest
perature
wind and bright sunshine.

windows

Mrs.

ing

|

at the

•lub not members of the Woman's C;ub
more county teachers may be present;
nvited.
lesson next Saturday.

are

Bird of the supreme court, sustaining the deof the judge of probate of Waldo county
in allowing the will of the late Henrietta T.
Nickels of Searsport, to *which an appeal had
been taken by Fred S. Thompson, a nephew:
Fred S. Thompson, Chicago, 111., appellant
from decree of Judge of Probate of Waldo
county in tbe matter of will of Henrietta T.
Nic .els, late of Searsport:
"Having heard the parties and considered
the evidence adduced by them and the arguments of counsel, the Court rules, pro forma,
that said Fred S. Thompson, appellant, is a
person aggrieved within the meaning of R. S.
Chapter 65 section 28, and finds that the decree of tbe Judge of Probate Court in and for
the county of Waldo, appealed from, be affirmed. A decree may be drawn accordingly.
George E. Bird,
Justice S. J. Court.
Nov. 9, 1914.
The appeal from, the decision of the probate
court came before the September term of the
Supreme Judicial court in this city. Justice
Bird presiding, and by consent of counsel wa8
referred to Judge Bird and a hearing, at which

parties interested were represented, was
held before him in Portland about two weeks
inago. Property to the value of $241,000 was
volved. In 1911 Mrs. Henrietta Thompson
Nickels made a will, but this was destroyed
and a copy of it was presented for probate and
allowed in Waldo county on May 12th of this
the

Native Waldo county turkeys, chickens
weighing from 5 to 7 pounds, geese, ducks,
vanison and meats of all kinds. Mrs. Bucklin’s home-made mincemeat and Boston Mark e
celery_A. A. Howes & Co. have everything
in the grocery line you will need for Thanksgiving; new and fresh goods ordered for the
Don’t forget the special sale of
occasion.

year. It was also found that another paper
been drawn on Nov. 26, 1913, which altered in some particulars the provisions of the
first will. This second document, it was maintained, is not a legal will for it bears the signatures of but two witnesses, when the law
had

cereals next Saturday-stump puller,
plete. for sale at a bargain. Apply at office
of the Belfast Water Co-M. P. Woodcock &
Son have the largest and best stock of Christmas cards they have ever had and they are
Call early and get the best senow on sale.
com-

|

requires thiee. The question at issue was
whether the copy of the first will was an authentic one and whether or not it should be allowed. The appeal from the decision of the
judge of probate for this county was made by
Fred P. Thompson of Chicago, a nephew of the
testatrix. He is one of the six heirs at law.
Bequests to the sum of about $10,000 were
made to various Waldo county institutions
in both of the wills, although the amounts of

thinking of buying a
suit or an overcoat call on the Ralph D. Southworth Co., 12 Main street, and see what they
have to offer. Just received a fine line of
lection_If you

are

neckwear and shirts for Thanksgiving wear...
James H. Howes, Odd Fellows block, will have
a special sale next Saturday and Monday of
coats and suits for Thanksgiving wear. It
will be the greatest two-daj coat and suit sale
in the history of the store. See special prices
quoted.... See statement of the condition of
the Searsport Savings Bank, Searsport, Me......
Room to let with steam heat, batfc room, electric light* and use of telephone. Apply at 83
High street ...They are now booking orders
for Thanksgiving dinners at Perry's Cash
Market. Call and get prices....Mr. and Mrs.
Fred J. Clements, Mrs. Amelia Roberts and
daughter, and Belfast and Rockland friends
publish a card of thanka.

We are now booking orders for Thanksgiving dinners. We can supply your wants at a
saving to you of 3Q per cent. Will you let us
quote you prices befor® you buy?
PERRY'S CASH MARKET.

Nickels’ Will Stands. The followhanded down by Justice

decree has been

44444444444444444444404 44"* «»*•♦#»«■*»*»♦«♦♦**<'♦♦♦»*«« 4

j WHOLESALE |
j Direct prices
j
to the Consumer.

cree

ket.

|

were
was

The store iilieiv (on!
■
save the cost of (telivering golds auil I
■
the loss Oil bail

4
Z

Best Upper Round
Best Lower Round
Best Sirloin Steak,
Best Corned Beef,

5
X
4
•

Confectionery

In bulk and in boxes, tor

Masonic Temple.

• ■

■

W
■

»

Steak, per lb.25c
.I*
Steak,

_

tosP ■

|

These values must
appeal 10 you, we
built our reputation on them.

Z
4

4

4

I
4

t

$

strictly fresh stock.

3

Bottles Stuffed Olives.25c
Pkgs Macaroni.25c
3 Lbs Head Rice...25c

T

3

X

8 Belfast Made

1
__

Providence River, very large

Z

f

3

.12c

OYSTERS, OYSTERS,

Maine Corn.25c

Mustard.25c
Mugs
s
Bottles Pure Cetchup.25c

3 Cana
3

.21c

Cured in Belfast from
■

£9^
"Tww

Cigars.25c

3lbs choice Malaga grapes.25c
6 Cans Sardines.25c

qt

STOTT’S FANCY
C|
OMR
r LUUnothing better,
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs for.25c
bulk, lb.22c

Cocoa in

Table Raisins
Thanksgiving
Special

week
to

25c

|

|

I
1

A

•

£

X
X
X

t

dJK QO

X

IWy
Si'v,vl 1|7f.
DUZ. OrailflBS
I/I uliyto !iSmlVsl
thin skhiiied.juicy

4

"^4

Grape Fruit

Large, juicy, heavy.
10c value, each
..

6c

Haddock

t

Strictly fresh from down
the bay, per lb...
7c

X

__

l

X

Chickens, Fancy fresh killed, 4 X
$ 50 Large Bloater
to 5 lbs., 22c value.
18c t
♦
Mackerel, 4 to»n». each, 37c
J!
|

li

Oa

value.ww

Lenox soap, 5c

100 Tinker Mackerel
day.

<
<

>

to arrive to

>

week, only

<

>

!

The price is lower this
ea h, 3 for

25c.

C

Fowl,

Large plump birds, P. Rocks T
Reds, Friday and Sat*
j "7 *•%. X
urday, per pound. I * Vrf' ^

and R. I.

FANCY

TRIM M ED

We g ive you two
of clear steak.

pounds

UALIR UT
■■

2 lbs. 25c

19c
Bacon per lb.
need Bloaters, each. 2c
Sc
lb.
Pickled Pigs Feet, per
4c
Salt Herring “Large Ones,” per lb
15c
Halibut Fins.
Halibut Napes.12^c
Canned Salmon, per can. 9c
Campbell's Soups, per can. 9c
Plain Marshmallows, per lb.14c
Home Made Mince Meat, per package, 8c
Silver Quarter Coffee, per lb.23c
Try ou^ Home Made Pickles

Sugar Cur rid
>
* >
1

<

Pure Leaf Lard, per lb. .14c
Pork Sausage, per lb—.15c
Sunny Monday Soap. 4c
Babbitt’s 1776 Washing Powcer... .4c
4c

]|

Magic

^ >
<»

Quaker Oats, 25c size.23c
Kellogs Corn Flakes. 8c

<

]

4 >
< >
< >
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Yeast.

National Oats, 25c size.19c
4c
Flash, rer can.
Bakers Cocoa, 10c size. 8c
Red Kidney Beans, per qt.12c
MaKe

out
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New Sin

want, epecny

tuts
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uo
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WHA T

YOU

SAVE

When you buy of us you save the middleman's profit, the cost of delivering goods,
the loss on bad bills, which means a saving to you of at least 30 per cent.
All the above bargain?, together with the many others we offer you, show plainly
the UTTER FAILURE our competitors make in their feeble attempts to meet our
and germs
prices. One specialty of our market is that nothing is exposed to the DUST
of the street. Everything under glass and strictly sanitary.
The above prices are subject to goods being unsold. We shall try and maintain
these prices through the month of November. Don’t fail to send for our December
price list which will be ready about the 10th. We look for prices to be lower.,
Yours for business,

The

Only Strictly

Cut trice Store in Belfast.

X

X
i
X
+
♦
$
Y

J

£
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♦
J
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of all
you our cut priceB on strictly fresh fish, on heavy Chicago beef, on canned goods
kinds, in fact anything from an yeast cake to a car load of flour.

PERRY’S CASH MARKET,
1!

CHARLES F. SWIFT,

■■

Finnan Haddies 11c ib.

THANKSGIVING
1

K-J

X----

];

Fine

1

bills,_J__I_ 4
W'to go Down, Down
3 PACKauKS‘‘N K
25c •
4 Meats still continue
X Down. The prices on heavy Chicago Beef_hl.l)hl> KAlnlN.s,_a

o
< >

Mixed Nuts, Fruit, Etc.
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4
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NOTICE.

CARLE 8t JONES.

insured with Field &
I
the loss. The hoped

storm

purchase you will have $1 worth of goods more
than you buy. You get one-half more than
you pry for whether your purchase amount to
$1 or $1,0(0. This applies to everything in the
crockery and basement salesrooms, excepting
Edison goods. It is a cash sale and no free
gifts will be given with goods charged on
these days. It is an opportunity to get the
goods you need and all your Christmas presents free....The Regal, Comfort shoes and
the Ground Gripper shoes, sold exclusively at
The Dinsmore Store, are both designed for
The Korndoc Regal is defoot comfort.
signed to prevent foot trouble, and the Ground
Gripper shoes have cured thousands of foot
bofferers....Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Bennett, P
D. H., Russell C. and Gladys M. Carter, publish
a card of thanks ...Hubbard squash and cabbage for sale at the Ferguson Poultry Farm,
Northport avenue....See statement of the
Waldo Trust Co. of Belfast....Special sale of
cereals by A. A. Howes & Co., Saturday, Nov.
21st... Two good small rents very reasonable
to small families. Enquire of H. C. Buzzell.
....For Thanksgiving specialties,fruits, nuts,
candies, plain and fancy cheeses, etc., go to
Chas. F. Swift's, Masonic Temple-Order
your Thanksgiving dinner now at Fogg's Mar-

ONE-HALF MORE THAN YOU BUY
ror

Jones

was

promptly adjusted

was over about 10 p. m.
Sunday night
brought another and more welcome storm. It
began to rain in the night and continued
Rain was never
nearly all day Monday.
more
needed, as the drouth has been
For instance, if your purmore than you buy.
A predicted “cold wave” arrived
severe.
chases amount to $1, you can select any other
Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday morning

for the business

19,20

Lane &

Webber

who

their 20th annual Thanksgiving sale
for Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Nov. 19th
20th and 21st, and if you mention this advertisement they will give you, free, one-half

days,

Saturday,

GIVE YOU FREE (if

appreciation

Quimby,

nounce

----

his is Our 20th Annual

Mr.

house.

Norman Read.

l------

i

....

llfcy, and~ttr*. Horfcee E. tfeDouk

G. B. Maraano la building a new tenement funeral of Ellen A.
McNeil, wife of Cipt. Wm
house so hia lot on upper High Street, formerly
T. Marshall, and annt of Mrs. Preaton and Mrs.
the Ellis place.
McDonald.
the Travellers Club will meet with the
Nov.
24th.
afternoon,
Tuesday
Misses Mathews
Advertised Letters. The following letThe program include* a paper on Salisbury, ters remained uncalled for in the Belfast post
R.
F.
Donold Sarum and Stonehenge, by Mrs,
office for the week ending Nov. 17th: Ladies—
ton; reading, “The Isle of Wight;" paper, "The Mias Mira Dolley, Mrs. Neva Merithew, MarEarliest English Capital." Mra. E. S. Pitcher.
jorie Moore. Gentlemen—H. T. Hay, W. E.
Mrs. John Davis, who had been tbe guest of Kimball, Ralph Simmons.
relatives in Calais for several weeka, has returnThe home of Mr. and Mrs. Israel Wyman, 41
ed home and has resumed her duties in the Miller street, was the scene
Sunday of an unEarl
who
atore.
spent
Braley,
James H. Howes
usual occasion, when their eight-days old baby
also
the
has
returned
to
two weeka in Orono,
David was circumcised, attended by the Jewish
atore. Mrs Hiram Hoffses, who has charge of feast and other ceremonies. A
party of five
the alterations in the suit department, gave a from a church in
Bangor including the Rev.
to a portion of the staff
supper last Saturday
| B. Lias, minister, autoed to Belfast for the
and will entertain the other* later. A very day and about
forty couples were present.
is
enjoyable party reported.
Refreshments were served practically all day.

most

Mrs. M. C. Hill, the president, entertained
the Ladies Circle of the North church Tuesday afternoon at her home on Miller street.

Mrs. Belle Cates has received e very large
order for army costa. They are to be lined
with sheepskin and Mrs. Cates baa installed
heavier machines in her shop and will employ
men to do part of the work.

occupied by

adlin, where they will make their

*d Mm. Witttom G. PmUm and da«gh

motored to

everything except our feet.
And usurlly “Time” does

ridges.

,,

<r,r

will make

The Ladies of the North Church will bavo a
sale of food, aprona and toys in the church vestry Wednesday, Dec. 1st.

*ith Longfellow.”
ie<‘
who haa been for three
ojien H. Castle,
,lr''
of Hies Harriet P. White
.,
home
i,1i
sl>r'
will return to her Court street
after Thanksgiving,
re soon

T°, r.)anj,

TIME

a

regular meeting of the Reading

,

"

«

"ter.IjSrati

The Benevolent Club of Poors Mill will hnvo
supper sod entertainment at their hall Tuesday evening, Nov. 24th.

fruit

f*’1'

M*

Tbe Hospital Club mot last Tuesday evening
with Him Carrie M. Greenlaw at her borne on
North port avenue.

"The News of Belfast
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shape for aeverai day* or weeks. If al! lowed to become excesaiyely overripe ir
storage, however, they will break down
very fast on withdrawal. Apples from
32 degs. F. will as a rule hold in better

Literary News and Notes.
The Journal has always made

a

spec-

of recording the literary achievements of Maine people, and so quotes
from last week’s issue of the Pittsfield
Advertiser the following note: “A very

ialty

condition after withdrawal from storage
than will co nparable lots from higher

temperatuie*.

dainty booklet by Mrs. Mary B. Wingate
of this town has just been issued from

A

this, office.

We wish to call the alien
tion of our readers to this collection of
poems, which we think will well repay
their careful perusal. While some of
these poems have proved especial favorites with the public, many of them are
The
now' published for the first time.
Christian Herald, for which Mrs. Wingate has written for some twenty years,
in its prospectus for 1914 placed her
name on the list of its best poets and
hymn writers.”

Harmon of Thorndike to Contest
Seating of James J. Clement ol
Montville.

The

It was learned last week that Peter
Harmon of Thorndike, Democrat, who
on
the face of the returns was defeated
for the legislature
by James J. Ctemenr.
of Montville, Republican, will carry the
matter to the house df representatives

for final settlement,

so there will be at
least one contested election case at the

In the National Magazine
ber Joe Mitche I Chappie’s "Affairs at
Washington” introduces, with interesting anecdote and illustrated biographies
of prominent people, a most comprehenlive and varied symposium of war history
and pregrate sketches on collateral subjects. "The Progress of the World’s
War,” from September 1 to Septemoer
20, freely illustrated, will always enable
any reader to follow understanding^ the
development of a struggle, in which
millions of men battle along thousands of
miles of entrenched positions, guarded
sea-coasts, mined seaways and areas,
varied by the forages of the air-service
of six nations. Count Tolstoi’s strangely
pregnant prophecy of a decade ago is
now being largely and weirdly fulfilled.
“The United States of Europe in the

coming session.

AS EASY TO LIGHT
AS A GAS JET

“Prohibition is defeated in California,
and while my heart is sad today over
the result and my tears have fallen, yet
1 will be a man and brush them away
and stand up and fight this wicked rum
These are the
traffic until the end.”
grand words sent to The Journal from the
great fight for State-wide prohibition in
California by Mr. Frank W. Gowen, so
well and favorably known in Maine in
temperance work. Mr. Gowen has won
high praise for his woik in the recent
great battle for prohibition in California, Twentieth Century,” a suggestive essay
sneaking throughout Southern Califor- by Theodore Harris, “A Map Story of
Theodore B. Guild, full of
nia un jer the auspices of the California the War,” by
historical and statistical facts, and very
enand
before
Federation
large
“Dry”
completely illustrated. Judge Elbert H.
His name and Gary's personal experiences in “France
thusiastic audiences.
dates have been given out or have ap- and Paris in War Times,” and last, hut
not least. “Wanted—A National View.”
peared in the great p: pers of the southby John McGovern, all grow out of the
land, with the names and dates of Exdetracle of
Gov. St. John, Congressman Hobson and
orators of our

peace, prosperity
and international intercourse, which in
its paralysis of the world’s industries,
has had no predecessor, and is likely to
have even greater and more terrific de-

ENTHUSIASTIC

DRY

MEETING.

Frank W.

Gowen addressed a large
and rousing
Dry” meeting at Norwalk
Monday evening, tile streets being filled
with

fact,

people,
it

autos

and

carriages.

In

the largest

temperance
meeting held there in years. The temperance people say of Mr. Gowen’s address: “It was one of the ablest and
most eloquent addresies for the dry
was

L

orn

ideas
These ideas are presentfor Christmas.
ed not only in the various Housekeeping,
Cooking, Fashion, ard Handicraft departments, hut in addition there is a two
page spread containing 1,000 answers to
the question, "What Shall I Give for

Christmas?” These answers are divided
and classified under the heads—what to

give to mother, father, grandmother,
grandfather, daughter, son, the maid,

Norwalk and so on. In the same issue Anne Morand votes were made for the ‘dry’ gan, youngest daughter of the late J.
amendment.’’—The Hynes Outlook.
Pierpont Morgan, writes a talk to !he
American girl entitled “Her Responsibilities;” Charles: E. Jefferson, pastor of
The Probate Court.
Broadway Tabernacle, New York City,

movement

ever

delivered in

a
Christmas talk entitled
“The Joy of Receiving;” Baby’s Diet
During the First Year’’ is the subject of
an article by Dr. Roger H. Dennett; a
New' Yolk expert on the care and diseases of children. Two pages are devoted
to letters from prominent Americans appealing to women to patronize American
industries. The idea is that American
women, particularly, have in the past
had special enthusiasm for foreign goods
and that the war having shut off importations of such goods the time is ripe for
us as a people to take a great interest in

contributes

the report of the NovemCounty Probate
Court, Judge James Libby, Unity, presiding.
The petitions for probate of wills were
presented in estates of Mary E. Kelley,
late of Belfast; Margaret S. Stephenson, late of Freedom; William Smith,
Annie L.
late of Stockton Springs;
Following

is

ber term of the Waldo

TO

Crockett, late of Frankfort.
Petitions for license to sell real estate
were presented in estates of Alonzo E.
The point is that
our own products.
Davis, late of Jackson; Emma Gertrude pride in .American-made goods can be
E.
Charles
of
Brooks;
made to date from this war if we all look
Lane, minor,
at it reasonably and practically.
Lane, late of Brooks.
Petitions for allowance were presented in estates of George W. Ward, late of
WANTS A DECENT CITY.
Troy; Alonzo F. Batchelder, late of Mon-

light the;

ZPjW/ili

everywhere

Lexington,

lamp you don’t have

carry the

RAYO.

,_,

APPLE

GROWERS

If it was Germany that was suffering
Strongly advised to L'se Cold Storage.
the miseries that have overtaken Belgium, would the German people hen
In view of the interference with the
realize, as the neutral world realizes, European market and the large producthe awful misery, the terrible suffering, tion of American apples this season,
the virtual crucifixion that has been specialists of the U. S. Agricultural
brought upon an innocent country by the department call the attention of apple
mad ambition of the German emperor?
growers to the advantages of cold storage
Emperor William, who regards him- for steadying the market at harvest and
self as the greatest man in the world,
for lengthening the selling period.
:
; the head of civilization and culture, is
Glutting of the market will result, it
for
the war, is feaied, in
the one who must be blamed
many thousands of barrels
who
assasnot the half-crazed Prirzip
of good apples rotting m the orchard or
Duke.
Had
Grand
sinated the Austrian
of at prices which figure
1 being disposed
the Kaiser used his great influence to a net loss to the grower.
would
have
been
no
war.
it
there
1
prevent
The following are the directions given
Austria would not have chanced a conby the apple-handling specialists of the
test with Russia except with 'he backing !
department for u-ing cold storage sucand doubtless the forcing of Germany. ! cessfully in handling pples:
But the Kaiser, although claiming to be ;
The proper function of cold storage is
the h ad of civilization, and the lieuten- i to retard the
ripening processes of the
1
ant of the Creator, did not use his influ- fruit and the
development of decay orence to prevent the war hut to force ifj ganisms and skin blemishes.
The first
and as a result has devastated Belgium
of
for the

Alaric and Attlla swept over Europe
with their barbaric hordes. Little better
was expected of Visigoth and Hun, ten
centuries ago, but if Wiilian of Germany
is, as he claims, The leading exponent of
civilization and culture, then may we be
Spared more of them.
The pro-German writers
attempt to
depict the German soldiers as fighting in
defense of their Fatherland, but they are
as

j responsibility

| his fruit rests with the grower, since it

I is his
growing and handling methods that
j largely determine its vitality, freedom
J from disease, and general condition when
j stored. Cold storage is not a remedy or
a restorative for poorly developed, weak,
imperfect fruit, but is the most effective
j method of preserving the quality, flavor,

in arms to wrest power and terri-

really

keeping quality

tory from other nations and to increase I
the domain of the German Kaiser.

and appearance possessed
time of picking.
The first

rtf

a

nlau

by

the fruit at

step in successful cold storage
hnnn fniinrl
lin in *l-w.

Viou

Mayfield.

Moose

River.

These guns were left in the trenche s at Maubeuge when the city
serted by Its defenders.

to

^
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Ready: I

Freedom and Troy.

inspires confidence—Duar.'s
Kiuney Tills for kidney ills. Doan’s Ointment
for skin itching.
Doan’s Rogulets for a mild
laxative. Sold at all drugstores.

of

To make a “batch
old-fashioned, wh

light cake r .id perhn
pie or two—the kind of good
ing that makes the family s r

LON’T t.O 'JO CHURCH.
[I’ortlard Press.]

telling

too

many mushy

purpose of forming a men’s brotherhood
in the church. There must have been
nearly 200 wh'o sat down at the tables.
The supper was an enjoyable one, just
as
are all those at tne First Baptist
church. After it was over, the pastor,
the Rev. George R. Stair, told of the
object of the gathering and presented

%

■
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FOR SALE AT YOUR GROCERS
niuujiuun

m.

umiuin,

On Saturday potatoes it) the Port Fairfield market had risen to about 95 cents.
Monday a dollar was paid for a few

Ideas

loads*

on

changing

On

the dollar

was a

;

who think

little more

though it is understood that potatoes in
the Boston market are not at such a figure as to warrant the paying of $1.00
here. There are very few potatoes now

In

a

itoug

Christmas giving
among

Tuesday
price
nearly confirmed* while this year-round
it
is
the
Wednesday
general price, al- thing.
on

v-imsunas

as

the

they give

service

week

of

as

sen.-;'
are

1..-

the

shopping.

A Blight cough often becomes serious. Lungs
get congested. Bronchial Tubes fill with mucous.
Your vitality is reduced. You need Dr.
Bell’B Pine-Tar-Honey. It soothes your irritated air passages, loosens mucous and makes
your system resist Colds. Give the Baby and
Children Dr.|Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey, It’s guaranteed to help them. Only 26c at your Drug-

strain, you will not find a be
practice of such cultural, gpraying, and
nere in
me zutn
a
ceniury wuen we |
year's subscription to li
methods
as
insure
of
production
boast of our superior civilization there pruning
coming, practically no Cobblers, as they Companion. It offers its ?.
well-colored fruit, free
is being carried on the most cruel and sound, healthy,
are being saved for seed sales next Febfrom disease. Assuming this as the first
clean entertainment, its fin.
barbaric of wars. Belgium, with its
This has been a hard
ruary and Marsh.
requisite, the following factors have been
assured
its
seeking
neighbors
by
season
on
trality
the potato-buyers, most of ness week after week: ami t
found to most influence the keeping qualThat is What Mayor Utterback is
them having lost money, according to all the year, which finds many
only to afford prosperity to its patient, ity of the fruit and furnish best condi- tne
speakers.
Striving For.
hardworking people, and avoiding par- I tions for long
accounts.—Fort Fairfield Review.
attic, dust-covered and forgott
storage:
in European politics and plot1.
BANGOR, Me., Nov. 12. The citizens ticipation
The Companion again, with all
Proper maturity at time of picking HOW AMERICAN EREEDERS WILL
has been crucified. The German
ting,
this
evenforce
turned
out
in
of this city
2.
Care in all handling operations.
of last Christmastide.
armies have burned its cities and towns
It Really Does Relieve Rheumatism
PROFIT BY THE WAR.
3.
No American monthly ai
ing to hear Mayor Utterback’s views on and slain its
Prompt storage after picking.
people, women and children
who
is
afflicted
with
Rheumatism
the liquor situation.
A
Many were unable
Everybody
4.
offers the same amount of re
proper storage temperature.
killed with the men, non-combatto gain admittance to the hall and were being
In the current issue uf Farm and Fire- in any form should by all means keep a bottle none can offer better
and extensive investigations
Careful
quality
ants
with combatants.
They have have demonstrated that fruit
forced to remain in the corridors. Mayor
picked at side, under.the title "Foreign Live-Stock of Sloan’s Liniment on hand. The minute you four cents a week provides t
the horses, cattle and sheep, deUtterback stated that all he wished was killed
full maturity can be held for a longer Trade,” appears the following explana- feel pain or soreness in a
Christmas
gifts—$2.00 a ye
joint or muscle, bathe
stroyed the crops and left millions of period in storage, and is less affected by tion how American breeders of cattle
a general cleaning of the city, to put it
subscribe now, all the remap
it
with
Sloan’s
Liniment.
Do
not
rub
to
starve.
it.
the other cities in the people
a par with
on
scald and
than that picked when and other animals will profit by the war:
of the ypar will be sent fr
Sloan’s penetrates almost immediately right to
Such is the awful calamity that has somewhat decay
"As a part of their plans for conservState and to have the name of the city
Two important
immature.
Companion Home Calendar,
come to Belgium by reason of the inorthe
seat
of
stand for common dec-ney.
pain, relieving the hot, tender, the Calendar is also sent t
commercial varieties, Rome Beauty and ing their food supplies the warring naof
nor has it I
ambition
the
dinate
Kaiser,
exthe
swoolen feeling and making the part easy and make a
He admitted that the present police
have been found to be espec- tions of Europe have forbidden
gift subscriptioi
the slaughter Winesap,
force was inadequate to deal with the stopped here. Following
comfortable. Get a bottle of Sloan’s Liniment sample copies, and the Form
to scald during storage, port of live stock.
of the innocent Belgians ially susceptible
of
thousands
numthe
force
that
staled
off
the
He
shut
situation.
“Great Britain
if picked prematurely. There is no doubt
shipments for 25 cents of any druggist and have it in the
THE YOUTH’S COM FA
bered 24 men, on y 8 on a shift, and that and the destruction of their homes and that several thousand dollars are lost to so suddenly on the outbreak of the war
144 Berkeley Street, Bos:
house—against colds, sore and swollen joints,
of their means of livewhile they were doing all they possibly the taking away
the industry each year through the im- that American stockmen who had bought
the German Kaiser has not hesito get rheumatism, neuralgia, sciatica and like ailcould many more officers were needed. lihood,
proper picking of these two varieties cattle found themselves unable
to collect from them millions of
ments. Your money back if not satisfied, but
He realized that it was impossiDie to tated
alone. The results emphasize strongly them out of the country. It may be
dollars indemnity, taking from them that more care and
it does give almost instant relief.
close up the city entirely, but he wanted
attention should be taken for granted that the exports of
to obtain means for conparties owing ml
the matter regulated in some way so their resources
paid to this detail of the harvesting op- sheep, cattle, mules, and horses from Dyspepsia is America’s curse. To restore
war and leaving them
or more are requested to m;
that a woman or child could walk along tinuing his impious
Great Britain and Ireland, France, Gerration than is usually the case.
normal weight, good
of
other
health
for
the
and
starve
Such hills will be left !
disgestion,
to
charity
except
payment.
the streets and not be knocked down by
By full maturity, however, is not many, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Hol- purify the blood, use Burdock Blood Bitters after January 1, 1915.
a
work in which the United
as had happened fre- nations,
a drunken man
meant over-maturity, which may cause land, and Russia will be reduced to noth- sold at all drug stores. Price, $1.00.
ELMER SMA
10w44p
States is leading.
qjently in the past.
fully as heavy losses as immaturity. ing until after the war is over.
The;influence ofGermany was sufficient- Each grower should study his own fruit
"Here seems to be a chance for our
Judge Blanchard of tne municipal
He stated that the ly great, had it been so cast in the scale, and his own conditions in order to deter- breeders to Supply the constant and profcourt also spoke.
number of arrests in the city since the to prevent this terrible war, but the mine the proper picking stage.
Prob- itable demand for high-class breeding
mayor had taken the matter into his own Kaiser did not have such a wish. His ably the most reliable single indication animals to the Soutli American markets.
hands had been reduced over 75 per cent nation had been bred to militarism and of maturity is the whitening or slight The manufacturers are not the only peoand he bacaecl up the attitude of the the influence of the army made domi- yellowing of the “ground color” of the ple who will find new fields opened to
city’s executive in a hearty manner. nant. The Kaiser has six sons and how fruit. This is the color underlying the them,”
Mayor Utterback was applauded fre- have they been educated? Have they blush or red color and should not be conquently during his remarks and seemed been taught along the lines of peace? fused with the latter.
to have the people with him in his efforts Quite the contrary, for they have been
CAREFUL HANDLING.
After the educated in militarism to its highest deto improve local conditions.
Care in all handling operations is the
meeting the mayor stated that if he gree, and one will note in looking upon
could not secure the needed funds from their pictures that they are always pho- second important requisite of successful
By special arrangement with the publishMili- storage. A class of fungi, of which the
the city council he would start a public tographed in military uniforms.
ers of McCall's Magazine, the recognized
mad
with
the
an example, are
has
run
in
blue
mold
is
tarism
common
Germany,
subscription.
Kaiser as its high priest, and the kind- known to be unable to attack and cause
Fashion Authority of more than 1,200,I
UNITY.
ling of the flame of militarism has kind- decay of healthy, uninjured fruit. In
000 women, we are able to offer you the
led the flame of barbaric cruelty that has spite of this fact, very serious rots, both
tollowing extraordinary limited bargain:
E. Pinkham’s
in storage and in transit to market, are
R. S. Stone has moved from Troy to devasted Belgium.
The Republican Journal (weekly) one year
What a spectacle of civilization and the work of fungi of this type, and the
the Martha Parkman place.
table
and Wants
culture! What an instance of barbar- largest contributory cause In all cases is
McCall’s Magazine (monthly) one year
William Grey was called to Houlton, ism!
Even Hun and Visigoth would bruising or skin breaking suffered by the
Other
Women
Any 15c McCall Pattern FREE
recently by the death of his sister.
have hesitated before such awful cruelty fruit in the picking and packing operaKnow
It
it
recks
not
of
human
life
when
and
that
bruises
breaks
tions.
Microscopic
Miss Msrion Woodworth passed the
stands in the way of ambition.
in the skin are large enough to afford enweek-end with her parents in Fairfield.
“I have
This war is that of Kaiser William.
Murfreesboro, Tenn.
trance to the spores of these fungi, and
Mrs. Leroy Knight and infant daugh- Claiming to be the fountain head of the necessity for the utmost care in all
wanted to write to you for a long time
The Republican Journal needs no introher
is
mother, culture and the ruler of the most civil- operations connected with the handling
visiting
ter, Dorothy,
you what your
i
duction. It is a clean, wholesome, up-toMrs. L. J. Sanderson in Troy.
ized nation, his is the direct responsibil- j of the fruit to avoid bruising and mewonderful remedies
the-minute newspaper—the kind that you
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Morrill have gone ity for this wanton and unspeakable chanical injuries is more urgent than
have done for me. I
!
welcome in your home.
to Bakersfield, Calif., where they will crucifixion of an innocent and harmless [ most growers realize.
was a sufferer from
True civilization bleeds for Bel- !
McCall's Magazine is without a superior
spend the winter with Mrs. Morrill’s nation.
female weakness
PROMPT STORAGE.
directgium and places the responsibility
j
sister.
as a guide in correct dress and household
and
in
condia
marked
difference
is
displacement
There
with
the
War
German
Lord.—Bangor j
ly
matters and is already known to many of
and I would have
tion between fruit*stored promptly after
Jack Van Deets, Frank Tozier, George Commercial.
j
Leadbetter and F. H. Whitehouse resuch cired, worn out
!
Size 8x11 in.-84 to 136
picking, say not more than two days
our readers.
and otherwise comparable lots of
turned oome Nov. 6th after a pleasant
sick headfeelings,
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laDorers, rely later,
monthly.
Every number contains
pages
week spent in hunting. F. H. White- on Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil. Fine for cuts, which the storage is delayed 10 days or 2
aches and dizzy
over 50 advance designs of McCall PatSuch delay is especially injurihouse shot a deer.
burns, bruises. Should be kept in every house, j weeks.
did
Doctors
spells.
25c and 50c.
ous during a
terns—celebiated for slyie, fit, simplicity
period of warm humid
Mrs. Frank H. Hebert passed away at
me no good so 1 tried
weather. The delayed fruit at withentertaining stories,
andeconomy—besides
her home Nov. 5th.
She is survived by
the Lydia E. PinkI drawal from storage is riper, yellower,
a husband and three sons, James, Clarmoney-saving and labor-saving ideas on
ham Remedies—Vegetable Compound
HALLDALE.
and duller than the corresponding "•imence and Thomas.
They have the symDress, Housekeeping, Cooking, etc., end
| mediate” stored fruits, and in addition and Sanative Wash. I am now wed and
pathy of all in their great bereavement.
Miss Ethel Hall has gone to Freedom develops more serious scald and decay.
strong and can do ad my own work. I
helpful information on Fancy-Work, EtiThe funeral services were held Saturday
The importance of eliminating all avoidto work for a short time.
owe it ad to Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeafternoon.
quette, Beauty, Children, Health, etc., for
able delay in storing can not be too
table Compound and want other sufferMiss Addie Palmer is teaching the
all
home-loving women. For style, for
strongly emphasized.
PROSPECT FERRY.
winter term of school here.
ing women to know about it.”—Mrs.
ideas,tor
pleasure,for profit—read McCall's
STORAGE TEMPERATURES.
H. E. Maben, 211 S. Spring, St., MurMrs. V. B. Ells has finished work in
Tenn.
Miss Thelma Dunifer was a week end Thorndike and returned home.
CUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
31 to 32 degrees F. is the standard freesboro,
visitor in Bangor.
This famous remedy, the medicinal
for apples, and this
storage
temperature
Rev. J, A. Frye, the traveling preach- has been found to be the best for
The Republican Journal,
Merrill Shute of Bangor was a week-end
long ingredients of which are derived from
Belfast. Maine*
er, attended church here last Sunday.
visitor here with relatives.
*
keeping of the fruit. Higher tempera- native roots and herbs, has for nearly
Gentlemen: Enclosed find $2.10 fjo
of
the
fruit
to
home
from
the
at
tures permit
Miss Susie M. Hall is
ripening
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Avery have
which please send McCall’s Magazine
forty years proved to be a most valuaher school in Augusta, visiting her fa- advance more rapidly than at 31 to 32 ble tonic and invigorator of the female
moved into Mrs. Phena Berry’s house.
and The Republican Journal, each one
that
the
fruit
the
result
with
full year to
E.
Hall.
J.
degrees F.',
bear
Mrs. Martha Davey of Brewer visited ther,
Women
everywhere
organism.
at these temperatures reached the end
virher sister, Mrs, B. C. Avery, several days
Name..
wonderful
the
to
It still remains very dry and almost of its
willing testimony
life much
sooner.
storage
last week.
every family haB been obliged to haul In addition,
the lower temperature tue of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Town or State....
P. M. Ginn, Mr. and Mrs. Gerry Hard- water for several weeks.
retards most effectively the develop- Compound.
ing and Miss Faustina Harding called on
Lose Hope.
R. F. D. or Street or Pox No...
Why
become of the brown tails? ment of fungous decay and skin blemhas
What
friends in Winterport last Saturday.
No woman suffering from any form
There is scarcely a nest to be seen on ishes. For a short storage period higher
I understand this entitles
FREE.
Mrs. B. C. Avery entertained the H. the trees in this community.
temperatures may be used without seri- of female troubles should lose hope unto select any McCall Pattern
me
The ladies were
H. club Nov. 5th.
ous trouble, especially with the better
E.
Pinkham’s
has
she
til
Lydia
the first copy of McCall’s
given
from
free
Mrs. Huntoon, who has been the guest
dressed in old style and all passed a very
keeping varieties, but for long keeping Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
I receive and that I am to send posof her aunt, Mrs. M. W. White, returned 31
best
will
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afternoon.
F.
to
32
degs.
pleasant
(mgs.
tal 'card, giving size and number
to her borne in Westbrook laBt week.
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Mrs. Edna Harriman gave a whist
of free pattern direct to {McCall Co.
Co.
(confiLydia E. Plnkham Medicine
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party last Friday evening at which 25
p hi njj te ntw or renewal)
Bilious? Fool heavy after dinner? Bitter fruit.
letter will
Refreshments were serv- taste? Complexion sallow? Liver perhaps
were present.
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n
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this
by
condition he opened,
while still firm, and in
evenfor billons
a
ed and all
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roe.

Petitions for distribution presented in
estate of Fred Atwood, late of Winter-

port.

Accounts were presented in estates of
Dudley B. Gerald, late of Unity, first
and final; Catherine B. Blethen, late of
Frankfort, first and final; Thomas H.

Smith, late of Montville, first and final;
Frank E. Whitcomb, late of Searsport,
first and final; Melvin E. Colcord, late of
Stockton Springs, first and final; Mary
A. Bennett, late of Brooks, first; Julia
A. Bailey, iate of Knox, first and final;
Fred Atwood, late of Winterport, fifth.
Two foreign wills were presented: Jefferson J. Page, late of Arimount.N. Y.;
Louisa Minturn, late of Tuxedo Park,

N.Y.

Accounts were allowed in estates of
Samuel Larrabee, late of Monroe, first
and final; Freeman Ricker, late of Monroe, first and final; Charles E. Lane, late
of Brooks, first; Joseph Hannon, late of
Liberty, first and final; Ezra Hanson,
late of Monroe, first and final; Clara E.
York, late of Brooks, first and final:
Frank M. Patterson, late of Belfast, accountof distribu ion; Daniel B Bartlett,

Montville, guardian’s

seventh account.

Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of Jennie W. Ricker,
late of Jackson; Albert F. Mathews,
late of Searsport; Mary E. Mathews,
late of Searsport; Josiati G. Lambert,
late of Stockton Springs; Belle J. Palmer, late of Monroe.

of wills were alot Eilora Grant Sproul,
late of Winterport; Walter W. Flye, late
of Freedom: Darius K. Drake, late of
Frankfort; Olive L. Byard, late of
Chelmsford, Mass.
Petition for allowance was granted in
estate of Alonzo E. Davis, late of JackPetitions for

lowed in

probate

estates

son.

granted in estates of Amos H. Hall, late
of Winterport; Joseph C. Townsend,

late of Belfast.
Petitions for confirmation of trustee
allowed in estate of Benjamin F. Pendleton. late of Searsport.
Petition for distribution allowed in estate of Sarah J. Logan, late of Belfast.
Petition of guardian allowed in estate
of Alonzo E. Davis, minor child of Alonzo E. Davis, late of Jackson.
Petition for adoption allowed in estate
of Hilda Dodge of Islesboro, minor, and
that her name be changed to Hilda Fair-

field.
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Cents.
728
1913....,. 608
81
WHEAT—Bushels, 1914.
76
1918.
OATS—Bushels. 1914. 6.710
1913. 5,600
BARLEY—Bushels, 1914. 150
••
140
1913
1914. 848
BUCKWHEAT—Bushels,
••
1913. 416
POTATOES—Bushels, 1914.82,600
••
1913.28,160
HAY—Tons, 1914. 1,414
••
1913. 1,194
APPLES—Bushels, 1914. 7.410
••
1913. 8,000
CORN-Bushels, 1914.
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F.xtra nutritious and
farther—a sec t of Old. K
Winter Wheat and the s,a
process of milling yours on.

stories.
i hat is what Fred B. Smith of New
Yoik told a big gathering of men in the
First. Baptist church Thursday evening.
He a.so told them that the ministers
are preaching these things because the
yyomen seem to like them and, as a result, they are having women in their
congregations and no men, Along with
this condition of affairs, he said, there is
a tendency for the "sizzling sissy” to get
control of things. The sissy ne said, is

the center of a little seelhing circle that
“If I had a sissy
never does any good,
in my congregation,” emphasized Mr.
Smith, "I would have him expelled, because the Bible deals only with men and
women clear cut.”
Naturally Mr. Smith was Well received with such forceful remarks as these.
He w is the last of three speakers at a
big men’s meeting that was held for the

;

All from William Tell an 1
always good -Ia .v. : e t
the all ’round fF ur that b
tlie cook in a good hurnoi.

the great majority of men, don’t
go to church because the ministers are
preaching too much sentiment from the

Men,

are

j

some, home-made bread
nice

pulpit and

■

/y', #

The name—Dean's

WHY MEN

W
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and 610 votes for Harmon, while the
of the ballots in the office of
the secretary of State, under the direction of Frank L Dutton of Augusta, representing the Republican State committee, and Noyes H. Wheeler of Hallowed,
representing the Democratic State committee, shows that Clement, the Republican, polled 607 votes and Hannon the
Democrat, 605 votes,
Eight ballots are said to be in dispute
and of this number Mr. Harmon clains
that six should be counted for him. It is
also alleged that one ballot which was
cast for the straight Republican ticket,
has a vety decisive distinguishing mark
and is therefore defective.
The class district is comprised of the
towns ot MontvilR, Knox, Burnham,

Thorndike, Unity,

I

© 1914. by American Press Association.
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case

inspection

Principal Stations
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Pleasant Ridge and West Forks Plantations.
The clerks’ returns give 611 for Clem-

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

THE KAISER

was

ham, Moscow, Bigelow, Brighton, Caratunk, Dead River, Dennistown, Flagstaff, The Forks, Highland, Jackman,

to remove the shade
y
the chimney. Just lift the gallery and touch a
match. The RAYO is easy to light, easy to
rewick, easy to clean. Its light is clear and steady,
and it does not smoke or smell.

Dealers

There

two years ago, where Warren E. Clark
of New Portland, Democrat, was seated
as the representative from the class district comprised of New
Portland, Bing-

or

stupendous

prohibition
land, and well has he established his reputation as the “Prohibition War Horse velopments.
from Maine,” as the following newspaI he December Woman a Home
per clipping shows:
panion makes a special feature of
other eminent
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A RETURN TO THE HILLS.
ing Capt. Trask’s thoughts toward a
A REMINISCENCE.
and pleasant occupation
more serious
[The following poem. Composed bv a former
than that of being liable to practical Camden
woman, was written while she was
An incident which Caused a Shipmaster
| jokes from fim-loving associates. It is spending a f°w weeks there last summer at
Friend to Plunge into Courtship and the writer’s belief that all of the above the home of Mr. and Mrs. E S. Stahl ]
Back to the shining Camden Hills.
[ named men have crossed the broad river,
Matrimony.
j Perhaps our esteemed contemporary of
Bright with the morning of mv days,
[Capt George L. Norton in the Marine Jour- the foremost New England shipbuilding
I com° as one whom memory wills
nal.]
To sing in tears a hyinn of praise.
! city can inform us if either Captain or
Quite frequently the Bath, Maine, Mrs. Trask or any of the others mention- I Again before my wistful eyes
Mountain and sea reflect the glow
Times print paragraphs from its col- ed are
living.
Of summer’s ever-changing skies,
umns of many years Duck in connection
And
all the lights of long ago.
with shipping, a noted launch, departTry This for Your Cough
Hither I turned in love and fear;
ures and arrivals of American ships from
Thousands of people keep coughing because
Remembering that magic dawn,
foreign ports (of which there are none unable to get the right remedy. Coughs are
I said. “My heart must sorrow here
now), and incidents in connection there- caused by Inflammation of Throat and bronFor sunrise-joy forever gone.”
this
with that are interesting to its older chia! Tubes. What you need is to soothe
But to the hills I look, and there
readers in tnis famous shipbuilding city Inflammation. Take Dr. King's New Discovery,
Behold
what childhood could not see,
it penetrates the delicate mucnu9 lining, raises
The other day, to be
of former days.
Almighty patience, wisdom, care.
the Phlegm and quickly relieves the congested
Blessing those heights and sheltering me.
exact, November 5. 1914, the Times membrane. Get a 5Cc bottle from your drugThe same fair hillj,—yet not the same!
printed the following from its old files: gist. ‘-Dr. King’s N w Discovery quickly and
ToI
knew that mountain-wall of old,
R.
Bath, Maine, November 4, 1874:
completely stopped my cough” writes J.
Blasted and bare and swept by flame,
day the ship Northampton sailed for Watts, Pioydaie, Texas. Money hack if not
Its verdure stark, its beauty cold..
New Orleans, hay loaded, with Capt. satisfied, but it nearly always helps.
But now through all the years between
George G. Trask in command.
Which Providence brims up and fills,
PRODUCTION.
COST OK MILK
This was forty years ago, and we reThe'after-tides of living green
call distinctly the arrival of the NorthHave clothed the hills, the Camden Hills.
their Cows Paid; Others did
ampton at New Orleans a month later, Some Thought
So, as this awful flame of wrath
Not.
as w’e were a harbor master at that port
Leaps up today in savage mood,
A pleasant incident in conat the time.
I dare to dream that God still hath
Augusta, Nov. 12. In the Senate
was
he
For earth His afterward of good;
nection with Capt Trask while
chambers at the State House here today
Beauty for ashes, joy for woe,
the series of
discharging this cargo of hay occurred.
was held the second of
Peace on the smoking fields of strife;
The fall referred to was the occasion meetings now being held in Maine to deAnd every nation yet shall Know
of the arrival of a large number of sail- termine the cost per quart for producing
The healing of the Tree of Life.
ing ships from New England, and there milk, and means for reducing that cost.
Behind the shadowy hills that loom
were present at the time, lying at the
This investigation is being held under
Mystic and dark with evening blue,
levee, as I remember, the Invincible, the auspices of the Boston Chamber of
A splendor soars athwart the gloom
Richer than morning ever knew.
Capts. Strickland; United States, Geo. Commerce, assisted by the United
The shine of stars is on the deep;
Lunt; Western Empire, Grozier; Ster- States Bureau of Agriculture, the State
Clear darkness all the valley fills;
ling, Baker; Crescent City. Delano; department of agriculture and the Maine
A child, once more, I fall asleep.
Gatherer, Thompson; Victory, Cushing; Grange. The inquiry took the form of
Beneath the steadfast Camden Hills.
North Star, Charles Owen; Portia, Me- an attempt to ascertain the average cost
Ellen Hamlin Butler.
Loon; and others, in fact, at some points of producing, transportation and marketBangor, Me.
of the levee nearest the cotton presses ing of the milk produced in Maine.
these ships were lying four abreast, and
A report will be made on these inves- Secretary of Agriculture Discusses Meat
their captains with little to do but growi
Shortage.
tigations with suggested remedies. Lyabout the slowness of their receipts of on Weyburn, the counsel for the commitcotton daily.
tee of the Boston Chamber of Commerce
Chicago, III., Nov. 16, 1914. AdThese shipmasters hailed with keen for this investigation, presided at Thursdressing an audience composed of stockpleasure an opportunity to play a practi- day's meeting. He stated that the Bos- raisers from practically every State in
cal joke on one or the other of their ton Chamber of Commerce was interest- the Union at the National
Dairy Show
One day the opportunity came ed in ali New England States and that convention
number.
here
Secretary
recently,
1
their
victim.
to make Capt. Trask
Capt. the chamber of commerce was interested Houston of the United States DepartLunt somehow became aware that Trask in building up this industry.
ment of Agriculture declared the short
had little or no money in his pocket. As
“We are trying to get evidence,” said meat supply to be one of the most serithe writer approached the group, Lunt Attorney Weyburn, “of a fair mental ous
problems confronting American agrisaid to Trask: "I’ll match you for the
picture ot milk production in New n-ng- culture. Mr. Houston approved the plan
lunch and we will treat the Harbor
are
interested
we
particularly of cattle raising on large ranches and deland, and
Master.” As Lunt was about to flip the in the barn keeping of 15 or 20 cows.”
clared that no effort would be spared by
penny up one of the crowd whispered in
Edward G. Hudson of YVinthrop testi- [ the Federal Government in further inTrask’s ear: “Say tails.” He did as fied that he kept 12 cows and that he i
creasing production from this source, but
advised and was stuck for the lunch. We sold the milk to the creamery.
It costs insisted that the proper solution of
then
went to “Johnny” Hawkin’s saloon,
He was getting this problem depended on an increased
about $7 to keep a cow.
where a sumptuous a
on Common street,
profit on the milk production, but not | interest in livestock raising by farmers
After having
lunch was served daily.
enough for the money which he had in- l and in a more systematic control and
enjoyed a fine feast, Trask called for his vested. He thought that the men who ! eradication of hog cholera, cattle tick and
over
five
was
which
something
check,
tuberculosis.
are raising milk were doing too much for
dollars. He promptly whispered to Lunt the
money which they receive.
Figures were quoted from Government
of
testiMacomber
asking the loan of $10, and by the time
Augusta
George E.
reports showing that the production of
the latter had explained that he, too,
did
that
he
c..ws
but
he
that
in the United States during the past 14
fied
kept
was broke,
the other captains had left not think he made a profit from the milk
had fallen off 3,000,000,000 pounds,
years
the table and slowly passed out of the
and that the population of the nation
production.
door of the saloon.
Charles S. Pope of Manchester testi- during this time had increaed 22,000,000. ;
Capt. Trask was an easy going, confid- fied that he produced cream and made a
ing man, and hadn’t the least idea he large proht.
Government Report on Maine Crops.
Dr. Charles E. Cobb of Denmark testiwas being made the butt of a practical
joke. Writhing under the mortification fied that he kept nine cows on his farm
Washington, D. C. Nov. 16, 1914.
of his position, he said to Lunt: “You and he did not think that it would be The
Crop Reporting Board of the United
Tell him I profitable for him to increase his herd States
know ‘Johnny’ Hawkins.
Department of Agriculture has
of
milk.
town
for the production
will pay him when I come down
its estimate of the acre
completed
just
North
of
“I
Withee
Augusta
Everett
tomorrow.” “All right,” said Lunt,
of the principal farm crops of
yield
that
but
had
19
cows
he
to
that
testified
see
can
do.”
will
what I
Going up
for this year. The estimates are
He does not Maine
the counter, he had a short talk with the his herd averages 15 cows.
based on crop conditions during the early
reHe
both
herd.
his
and
increase
to
to
Trask
intend
back
came
proprietor,
part of October. The final figures will
said; “Hawkins says he never gives tails and wholesales milk, getting seven be given out within a short time, but it
credit. He has a pair of horses, how- cents for wholesale and eight cents for is
reported that they will not differ to
He further testified that he was
ever, and he knows you brought out a retail.
extent with the preliminary
the milk any great
cargo of hay. Now you give him an or- just about getting a living from
estimates. According to the estimates
der on the ship for a bale of hay and he production^_
the yield per acre of the principal crops of
will call it square.” Trask, mortified to
this State in 1914 will be as follows: Corn
FARM FACTS.
an extent to agree to anything, consent50 bushels. Buckwheat 34.5 bushels and
a
for
an
order
Hawkins made out
ed.
[By Peter Radford, Lecturer National Farm- Irish Potatoes 240 bushels. The yield per
bale of hay on the ship Northampton and
ers' Union ]
acre of Irish Potatoes in Maine is higher
Neither Lunt or
che former signed it.
Help to organize rural life and make than in any other State.
Hawkins winked an eye or cracked a the cou
Maine farmers produced 1,414,000 tons
.try a better place in which to
smile, while poor Trask, when he joined live.
of tame or cultivated hay during 1914,
his friends outside, looked as if he had
the
farmconfronts
that
The problem
accornding to the preliminary estimates
recently undergone a surgical dperation. er, next in importance to distribution, is made today by the United States DepartGeorge Lu t, who was too tender-heart- diversification.
ment of Agriculture. The yield last year
ed a mariner to see Trask suffer longer
has gone through two was 1,194,000 tons.
The product is sellAgriculture
bea
few
informed
than
moments,
him,
thousand years of evolution and is still in ing for an average of $13.70 per ton,
fore the other captains who had awaited an
experimental stage.
compared with $14.7b per ton in 1913.
results on the corner, that ‘Johnny’
Over-production is the stumbling block, The yield per acre this season is 1.15
Hawkins would wait for the price of that and
systematic marketing the steping- tons.
lunch until it was outlawed, if he so de- stone of
agriculture.
sired. As our New Orleans readers will
It is the duty of every farmer to see
bear witness, the late “Johnny” Hawhis
wife is supplied with every
that
kins was the embodiment of generosity,
to lighten her labors.
equirment
as well as a lovable character in every
Keep a watchful eye on your child’s health.
To eliminate waste and inefficiency in
Familiar
worms.
add
that
he
particular, and it is safe to
marketing, the fatmer should keep in Above all, guard againstof worms in chilof
or
cause
ill
symptoms
never was known to speak
close touch with market conditions.
dren are: Deranged stomach,
friend or enemy pain by any act of his.
The problem of marketing is the bigfurred tongue, belching, variCapt. Trask was not wnat we would gest business proposition of any age or
able appetite, increased thirst,
He was a poor loser. As nation and one that will require the comcall a sport.
acid or heavy breath, nausea,
a consequence, shortly after this event,
enlarged abdomen, costiveness,
bined efforts of all the agencies of civilwhich he took somewhat to heart, he ization to solve.
pale face of leaden tint, bluish
ringB around eyes, itching of
wisely concluded he could spend his time
LINCOLNVILLE.
Trade Mark nostrils, languor, irritability,
more pleasantly, if not profitably, when
disturbed sleep, grinding of
he bad leisure than in his broker’s office
The Hallowe’en party given by the teeth, irregularity of pulse.
whittling and sitting around between
Grown folks are subject to worms also.
drinks with his shipmaster friends, so he B. B. Club at the home of Mrs. Maud
The one best remedy is Dr. True’s Elixir, the
started in courting the beautiful daugh- Ames was a great success, there being
First
ter of Capt. Grozier on board the ship
nearly 50 guests present. Real ghosts Family Laxative and Worm Expeller.
it has a world*
Western Empire, which had the dock and witches were in evidence; you could sold by my father in 1851—today
Good for adults also. Get a
wide
reputation.
have your future foretold free of charge;
berth in the tier in which the Northampat your dealer’s: 85c, 60c and
bottle today
love philters and magic tea were freely
ton lay and in a very short time married
$1.00. Advice free. Special treatment for
her.
Whether either or both are living dealt out. The evening ended by playing tapeworms. Send for book.
old fashioned games. Every one voted
now the writer knows not. We sincerely
believe, however, that the practical joke it a grand success and are planning
/V.
Auburn, Me.
of his friend Lunt was the cause of turn- anotberparty to be held soon.

^
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NOBODY SPARED

Gur Clubbing fiiftts

KIDNEY TROUBLES ATTACK BELFAST
MEN AND WOMEN, OLD AND
YOUNG.
old.

seize
with little warning.
Children suffer in their early yearsCan’t control the kidney secretions.
Gills are languid, nervous, suffer pain.

Kidney

Often

young and

ills

come

The following clubbing offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; ard when payment is made it
should be stated w hat premium, if any, is desired. It
is also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with 1 be Journal or from this office.
We have to pav for these publications one year in

can’t do daily work.
lame and aching backs.

Women worry,
Men have

If you have any form of kidney ills
You must reach the cause—the kidneys.
are for w(eak kidneys—
brought relief to Belfast people.
Belfast testimony proves it.
“Doan's Kidney Pills are a fine kidney remedy,” says Mrs. Hattie Wallace of 85 Waldo

Doan’s Kidney Pills
Have

they are then sent from their respective
offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follow's for one \ ear’s subscription paid in advance:
advance, and

“They have been used in my
the past four years and I and others
have had great benefit from them. I willingly
recommend this remedy to other kidney suf-

avenue,

family

Belfast.

for

ferers.”
Wallace is only one of many Belfast
have gratefully endorsed Doan’s
If ycur back aches—if your
Kidney Pills.
kidneys bother jou, don’t simply ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY FOR DOAN’S
KIDNEY PILLS, the same that Mrs. Wallace
Mrs.

people

The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,

$2 00

The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,

2,25

2,10

who

The

had—the remedy backed by home testimony.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props.,
50c at all stores.
Buffalo, N. Y. “When Your BacK is Lame—
Remember the Name.”

publications included

may be sent to

in

our

clubbing offers

different addresses.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

HOW A MAN’S UVEH

DEFENDS HiS LIFE
The liver is usually a quiet, unassuming organ and we do not think much
It has, however, protective
about it.
functions that should command respect.
In the process of intestinal indigestion
there are set free what physicians and
scientists call “toxic bodies',” in other
words poisons. If these poisonsenterinto the circulation of the blood biliousness
or sick headache results.
Regularly the liver is able to destroy
these toxic bodies but if it lags in its work
they quickly form in amounts excessive
enough to be troublesome. Headache,
constipation, dizziness, furred tongue,
wind on the stomach, bad complexion
are the means by which nature gives
warning that the liver needs help.
The remedy is to stimulate the liver by
the use of Pinklets, the gentle laxative

PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the Countv of YVahio. on the second Tuesday of November. A. 1). 1»14.
certain

having been presented for probate.

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
ami allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

that do not gripe or purge but simply
assist nature. Harsh laxatives and salts

pills

A true copy. Attest:.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

often do harm by aggravating the conditions they are taken to correct. Pinklets,
taken regularly for a time, really do cor-

1 rect constipation.
Your own druggist can supply you with
Pinklets or they will be sent by mail,
postpaid, by the I'r. Williams Medicine
Co.. Schenectady, X. Y., at. 25 rents per
bottle. Send for helpful pamphlet.

Closing

Out

SALE
Mrs, GRACE COW BACHELDER

instrumeni, purporting to be tlm last

will and testament ol Mary K Keliey, late
A BePast,
in said County ot YV’aldo, deceased,

of

At a Probate Court hem at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo on the second Tues
day of November, A. D. lfcll.

I

certain instrument, purporting to he

a copy
of the last will and testament of Jetlersou
ol
Rockthe
Countv
Airmount.in
J Page.late ot
land ami State < f New Ymk, deceased, having
ot
in
said
for
County
probate
been presented

A

YValdo.

Ordered. That notice he given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order lo oe
Republished three weeks successively in Ihe limy
publican Journal, published at Be.fastbethat
Irnld at
t"
Probate
a
Court,
at
may appear
Belfast, within ami for said County, on ihe
seC'-ml Tuesday et December next, at ten of He*
clock Pel"!e noon, and show cause, it any they
have, vvhv the same should not be proved, apallowed.
1proved and
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthi R YV. Leonard, Register.
....

WALDO

be left with

an

attorney for collection.

MARCELLUS J. DOW,
Brooks, Maine.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A

true

copy. Attest:

ARTHUR W. Leonard,

NOTICE.

Register.

the

sub-

ADMINISTRATOR’S
scriber hereby gives notice that lie has been
administrator of the estate of

duly appointed

House for Sale
AND LOT at corner of Congress
and Miller streets, in Belfast, owned by
Bertha I. Bird, Enquire of
JOHN R. DUNTON,
3m45
Belfast, Maine.

HOUSE

l'Otli

an,|
of

oav

1 LI) x II. HATCH KLI)Kit of
Monroe,
of Alonzo f. liatchehier. late of
said Com ty of Waldo, deceased,
Monroe,
having present -I a petition praying that an allowance may be granted to her out ot the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, Tl at the said petitioner give notice to
all peisons iimiv-ted by causing a copy of tlii
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published at Beiiasi, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, wit Inn and tor
said County, on the 8th day of December, a. I).
1914, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMK8 LI HRV, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Lkoxakd, Register.

MATwidowin

At a Pr< bate Court nem at bedfast. within and
tor the County of Waldo, on tin* : Oth day of
November, a. I). 1914.
A. Da VIS. administratrix

on

the

es-

tate of Alonzo K. Davis. late of Jackson, in
SARAH
said County of
aide, dee-

ased.having pi

seat-

a petition praying for a license to sell and
aid peconvey certain leal estate s.-t forth tt:
tition for tHe pmpos-s therein named belonging
to said estate, at public or private sale,

ed

ordeied, that tlie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of ibis
order to be published three weeks sucee-sively
in The Republican Journal.
newspaper published at Reltcist. that they nu»> appear at a Proelm t, within ami b»r
bate Com t. to b« he'd at
said County, on ihc 8tb day >*i
ec-anber, A. 1>1914, at ten of the dock betor-1 noon, and show,
cause, iI any tin y have, why the player of said
petitioner should not !><• •. laiib b
J A uKs LI Lit V. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
1- L ister.
A in n i; \\ l.i-e.N
a Probate n’liii belli at Rclinst. within and
t<
the < < unly ol " .mi». "I ti e see..nu Plies
ilav of November, A. l> 11H4.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Credo tt.iato
will ami testament n Annie
of Frai kfort, in M'lil o-tmiy nt w a Mu. deceased, having been piesented lor probate.
Ordered. That notice be given '<> all persons interested by causing a copy d ibis order to be
published three weeks successively m The liepublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Piobate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the cIock
before noon, and show cause.it any they have,
why the same should not be proven, approved
and allowed.

At

A

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel
fast, on the 10th day of November, 1014.
WILL TAKE CHARGE OF MY
1 Frank C. \' liiicomb, executor ot lhe last will of
I Frank E. Whitcomb, late of Searsport, in said
County, deceased, having presented his first and
final account ot administration of said estate
for allowance.
ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Store on Monday, Nov 10th, for the purweeks successively in The Republican Journal,
pose of closing out the stock.
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProLARGE DISCOUNTS will be given on bate
Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 8th day
many things.
of December next, and show cause, if any they
All bills due the store must be settled imme- have, why the said account should not be alAll bills unpaid after Nov. 30th, will lowed.

diately.

At a Probate Court Held at fteitro-r.
f( r tin* Comity of Waldo, on the
November, a. I». 1914.

*\

May Have Worms Dry and Fancy Goods

—

-sCottle.

have

j

Your Child

you’ll

j

j

Later

PALMER, late of Monroe,
in the County of Waldo, deceased and given
BELLE J.

All persons havbonds as the law directs.
ing demauds against tlie estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto aie requested
to make payment immediately.
FREDERICK L. PALMER.

Monroe, Me., October 13,1914.—46

.JAMES LIBBY, Judge.

A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard,

Keglster.

LDO SS— In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the lOtl. day of November. 1‘JI4.
Herbert N. Littlefield, administrator on the estate of Catherine B. Blethen, late of Frankfort,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
first and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

WA

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The lb-publican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County,
that all persons imcrested may attend at a ProDate Court,to be held at Belfast, on tire 8th day
of December next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not be allowJAMES LIBBY, Judge.
ed.
A true copy. Attest.:
Arthur W. Leonard, Kegister.
p

STOCKTON

SEARSPORT.

Mn. L. S. Tilcomb, Sylvsn street. returned
lust Thursday, from a visit with her aged parents, Mr. end Mrs. John Dearborn, in Pittsfield.

from >
Capt. F. I. Pendleton hes returned
visit in Northern Maine.
of
C. 0. Sawyer & Co. had a schooner load
Mr. Jamee Kelley went to Millbridge last
week to visit his daughter.

parish will

Merithew has moved to Swanville,
where he haB work in a cooper shop.
to the
Miles W. Towers has been confined
house the past month with a bruised leg.

needlework.

Staples,

Leon

Rev. Elmer F. Pember of Bangor delivered
excellent sermon Sundsy afternoon in the
Universalist pulpit, Rev. Arthur A. Blair be-

Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Colson of Searaport were
B
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
reMerrithew, Church street, last Thursday,

turning

Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Gardner, Middle street,
Isabelle C.
are entertaining as guests Miss
of
of Sherman and Mr, Hadley R Scott
West

Antonio Croce arrived Monday from a hunting trip in the vicirity of Patten, bringing

shortage of the raw
They arrived last Saturday.
materials from which
“Mrs. Eliza G. Truiidy is with Mrs. John M.
winter,
for
the
it is
coming
School
street,
Ames,
Numerous friends hope
health permitting.
thia agreeable arrangement may continue.
Dr. H. Everett Hichborn of Cambridge,
and
Mass., arrived Saturday to join his wife
City of Philadelphia arrived to load paper
little eon, who are spending the winter here, Nov. 13th, tug Boswell arrived for orders;
to remain through the present week with steamer Millinccket sailed with paper fir
Phil adelphia and New York, and steamer City
them.
Mrs. Horace Staples, West Main street, has of Philadelphia with { aper for Boston. Nov.
been quite sick the post week with a severe lith, tug Boswell sailed for Boston, Nov. 15th,
for
cold. Her sister, Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, sch. Henry W. Haynes sailed with lumber
Perry

O. Sawyer.
ill
James Pattee of Belfast is seriously
on
the home of his son, Dr. S. C. Pattee,
Main street.
from BaltiBarge Easton arrived Nov. l‘2th
VS
tons of coal to the P. C. &
with
Mr.

at

1,200

Co. at Mack’s Point.

Barge Rahn arrived Nov. 13th
Amboy wilh 1,600 tons of coal to

berth
the P. C. &

from

W. Co. at Mack’s Point.

Church street, has, in the absence of Mr.
Thompson, been with Mrs. Staples.

from
Rev. O. C. Earnard returned Tuesday
consult a specBoston, where he had been to
ialist for throat trouble.
Nov. 14th from
Barge Allenwcod arrived
to the P. C.
Baltimore with 1,200 tons of coal
& VV. Co. at Mack’s Point.
Annie vj. vsiikc?

Mr. and Mrs. L. A- Gardner accompanied by
Miss Isabelle C. Perry, Miss Lucretia Flanders
and Mr. Hadley R. Scott as guests, motored to
a
Winterport last Saturday evening to attend
dance. All report a pleasant social affair.

x,a

Riim^av

with

came

home

Viir nArenta.

Mrs. Albert M. Ames, Church street, returned Tuesday from a visit of several days
in
Winterport with her cousin, Miss Lena
Sproul, who recently lost her mothei, a sister
of Mrs. Ames' mother, Mrs. Medora G. Marden.
y

Mr. A. M. Ames left early last week for
Portland, lemaining over in Augusta and Bana Magor on his return trip and attending
sonic gathering in the latter city Wednesday evening before coming home Thursday

and Mrs. John Sullivan, who had spent
and fall at their cottage on West
home in
Main street, left Wednesday for their
Dorchester, Mass,
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass.,
week-end with his parents, Mr. and
Mr.

the summer

Mount Ephraim

his business.
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist society will be entertained the present week by
Mrs. Evelyn A. Shute at the home of her
mother, Mrs. Eleanor B. Colcord, East Main
street, for the customary fancy work done by

\a.
Mrs. N. F. Gilkey has gone to jvortolk,
N. F. Gilkey, who
to join her husband, Capt.
Timranda,
is in command of the Boston ship
chartered to load coal for Cape of Good Hope.
account
The loading of the ship is held up on
of the war in Europe.
is now the possessor of the cane
k Eli Colson
to the oldest citizen
given by the Boston Post
Mr. Richard T. Dodge, who died

these young ladies.
There will be a whist party under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society in Hichborn
hall tomorrow, Friday, evening. Light refreshments will be served. Admission, including
Don’t forget the
refreshments, 10 cents.
time—next

of

of his daughter in Evand S
erett, Mass,, at the age of 99 years
Prosmonths. Mr. Colson was born in West
1826 and is now
pect (now Searsport) Dec. 22,
the oldest male resident of Searsport.

Friday.

The Current Events Club met Wednesday
afternoon with Mrs. Everett Staples, Church
street. The topic under consideration, selected by the hostess, was “Music," which, with
various short papers read by several of the

home

Friday evening was ladies, proved highly enjoyable.
The electrical
was as I
Dr. and Mrs. George A. Stevens, Church
rather out of season. The lightning
the peals ol
street, closed their residence (formerly the
lively as a July thunder storm and
thunder were very heavy at times. The heavy home of the late Dr. P. S. Haskell) and took
down a large steamer Nov. 11th for Boston, en route to their
squalls from the soutwest blew
Balm of Gilead tree which had been standing orange grove in Georgetown, Florida, where
home
they have a very attractive house. His mothfor years near the Capt. Peleg Nichols
oi
er, Mrs, S, J. Stevens of Troy, accompanied
stead on East Main street. The storm was
them.
short duration here.
Mr. Harry D. Shute, in company with a
CONGREGATIONAL Church Notes. Sunday
young gentleman friend, came up from RockH.
C.
MeElhiney
spoke
Rev.
November 15th,
land Nov. 10th, to dine with his wife at her
three deeds
from a triple text, telling Of the
Christ: The cup ol mother’s home, East Main street, and call
specially commemorated by
They rebox oi upon his mother, Sylvan street.
cold water, given to a little child, the
turned in their automobile during the afterat the feast, and the
broken
ointment,
precious
These fast machines seem to well-nigh
noon.
the pool
two mites cast into the treasury by
annihilate distance.
more
are
prominence
deedB
given
■widow. These
was
uuiu.
new luix
xixx. aiiu mi a.
vuicuiou vx
than greater deeds. The lesson teaching
are visiting her parents, Mr. ard Mrs. Levi
the greatness of little things.At the annua
business meeting of the Ladies Guild Mrs Griffin, Maple street, and Mrs. Griffin’s many
Albert T. V. hittier was re-elected as President friends are glad her daughter can be with her
and Mrs. Mowry and Miss Erskine werechoser during her confinement to the bed and the unavoidable suffering incident upon the extractthe comto assist her. Plans for the work of
of the needle and 6low recovery of the
ing year were discussed at length. The regulai ing
homes ol
wounded member All extend fullest sympathy.
Tuesday afternoon meetings at the
members are to begin this week. Until aftei
Mr. Flitner Staples, West Main street, is
the holidays the actual Guild work will re- suffering from a bad cold, which, aggravating
tc
invited
are
Members
attention/
little
ceive
the chronic 6pinal trouble from which he has
bring their sewing and contribute a small sum long been an invalid,has absolutely confined him
will
be
pleasant to his bed and caused severe
($.05) to the treasury. These
pain. We earthe
get-together afternoons. Alt ladies of
some permanent relief may soon
nestly
hope
will be e
parish are invited to attend-There
be given. In the absence of his regular phyHarvest Supper in the Upper Vestry this sician, Dr. G. A. Stevens, last
Saturday Dr. C.
cents.
25
six.
at
Supper,
Thursday
E. Britto was called to prescribe for the keen
nervous irritation.
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
Last week gave us fine autumn weather.
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed tc Thursday was beautiful, with water dripping
from all southern exposures, where a little
be incurable. For a great many years doctors
it a local disease and prescribed snow bad been deposited in the squall of the
storm

pronounced

previous evening. Friday was peculiar—a
bright sunshine in morning, a snow squall before noon, rain in early evening, clearing
with heavy thunder and most vivid lightning
before mid-night. Saturday brought sunshine

local remedies, and by constantly failing tc
with local treatment, pronounced it incuraole. Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore requires
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
cure

and

Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally. It acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars for any
Send for circulars and
case it fails to cure.
testimonials.
Address: F. J. CBENtiY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills 1 or constipation.
Miss

oordon

an incision a finger's length
been m<:de by the surgeon. Mrs. Griffin
suffered greatly and is 6till confined to her
bed at this writing. Monday.

difficulty after

Miss Anna Gordon
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 17
of Illinois was this afternoon elected president
of the Women's Christian Temperance Union.

From Cape Jellison piers the following ship-

ping report

Children Cry
CASTOR1 A

brisk northwest wind.

had

Elected.

FOR FLETCHER'S

a

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Griffin, Maple street,
went to Bangor last Thursday to have an operation performed—the removal of a needle
from Mrs. Griffin’s foot—at the Eastern Maine
General Hospital. They returned Saturday by
automobile. The needle, embedded for over a
year in the muscle of the foot, was found with

j

was

telephoned Monday evening:

Nov.9th.sch. Robert H.Snyder sailed with lumber for New York, and steamer City of Philadelphia sailed with paper for Boston. Nov.
11th, steamer Millinocket arrived with a general cargo from New York. Nov. 12th, steamer
-a\

===

Parisian Ivory
j

fi

I

We are showing the largest line ot these goods
shown in Belfast, at before the war prices,

ever

line,

even

Come in and let us show this beautiful
it you do not wish to purchase.

Old Comer Drug Store.

NOW READY FOR THE TRADE

1
£
1

AUlAI/rUP

VrllvIVblld

Weighing

from 5

|S

to 7 Pounds

AL80 A GOOD SUPPLY OF

Native Waldo County Turkeys 1
Geese, Ducks, Venison,
Kinds.

Meats of all

Mrs. Bucklin’s Home-Made Mince Meat

Boston Market

|

FOGG’S

-si

Celery.

|

MARKET,

Howes’ Block,

Belfast, Maine.

!

m

...

—

BORIN

j

feeling

lending a helping hand to meet at ;
her home next Monday afternoon to finish the I
work already begun. What urgent need there
must be existing to-day in war-mad Europe
j
for everything necessary to relieve the sick
:
like

and w'ounded under

ine

care

i\ews

of the

oi

Red Cross.

j

tsrooKs.

1

Maddox is Vfiy ill at the York hotel.

Alfred

Friends in town have just learned by letter
from Mrs. Joshua Thayer of Winterport that
her brother, Mr. Richard Heagan, has returned from Livermore Falls to her home,
being evidently physically unable to continue

1

fixtures for Mr. E. H. Littlefield.

Monday, Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple
street, invited the village ladies to meet at
evening and attended/thi {moving pictures.
her home to work for the Red Cross in pre
paring garments to be forwarded to the sol- SANDYPOINT
diers needine them in the foreign armies and
Henry Clifford returned Nov. 11th from
hospitals. Shirts, in special style, were the Belfast, where he underwent an operation at
articles furnished by the Red Cross agent at
.James Bates of GardiI the Tapley hospital
Bangor, and the nine ladies present busily ! ner and Mrs. Sarah Frith of Illinois, wno have
sewed upon those until darkness fell upon the
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Bates, have
The very unpropitious
willing workers.
I returned to their homes.... F. F, Perkins went
weather—an all-day rain-storm
prevented to Camden last Saturday on business.. .Jewett
many interested persons from participating in
Gi m is quite ill at this writing-Mrs. Josethis highly commendable work. Mrs. Alvah
phine Stowers is visiting her sister, Mri. F, S.
C. Treat, Church street invites ail ladies
Harriman, for a few days.... J. W. Grant, who

THANKSGIVING
DINNER

|

13th-14th and 15th_Mrs. Emma Busher
visited her sister. Mrs. J. W. Nutter,Sunday,
_Sewall Staples is building a new garage.
....A party of young people front this place,
took an aulo ride to Waterville last Saturday-

New York.

afternoon.

road, returning home Monday,
of the schooner
George Towle, first officer
Charlotte T. bibley, arrived home Monday
the schooner has
from Buck’s Harbor, where
been hauled up for the winter.

Searsport.
recently at the

student of the

Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B. Merritbew, Church
He returned early Monday morning.

Sunday.

on

a

street.

over SunMiss Laura Trundy was in town
Mr. and Mrs. A.
her
of
parents,
the
guest
day,
to BanE. Trundy, on Main street, returning

the

Merrithew,

crtiml

cents.

W. T. C. Runnells,

H.

Business College in Bangor,

Doe

evening.

Mrs.

Irving

Mr.

and Mrs. W.
week-end with her parents, Capt.
R. Gilkey, on Steamboat avenue.
Frankie Davis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
breaking
Davis, fell while at play Thursday,
three ribs and fractuiing o: e aim.
in the ConA harvest supper will be given
this, Thursday,
gregational conference room
25
Supper from ti to 8. Admission

spent

produced.

ij

room

WE ARE BOOKING ORDER8
FOR YOUR-

I

NORTH MONTVILLE.
Langley Hoag, who has been visiting hit
friend Claude Nutter for the past ten days, returned to his home in Belfast last Thursday
....Mr. and Mrs. Ira Hall intend to start for
Mississippi Nov. SOth.and if they like they
plan on making | their home there in the
future_The heavest thunder shower of 1914
passed over thiB section Friday evening. II
struck the telephone wire at Herbert Jackson’s
and killed their dog, that was laying behind
the stove. Mrs. Jackson was only a few feet
from the dog, but escaped unharmed-Mr,
C tarles Colby is very sick at this writing with
neuralgia in his head. He is attended by Dr,
Small of Freedom_Bert Lamb of Portland,
has been repairing his old home here, known
as the Elder Lamb place, and intends to have
i for a summer home ...Claude Nutter attended the C. E. Convention in Augusta Nov

Wilton.

deer.

The new steam heater for the Sears port
House has arrived and i6 being installed by C.

gor

made of pure Cream
of Tartar and soda, the
greatest bake day aid
to the housewife, has
not advanced in price,
notwithstanding the

night.
11th to

morning.

bath

Royal Baking Powder,

Capt. Edmund Hichborn left Nov.
a
rejoin his vessel in BoBton after spending
few days with his sister. Miss Nellie Hichborn,

fell Sunday night, accompanied
Heavy
tide Monday
by strong wind and a very high

Miss

at

i
|

cal storm of the season went over this vicinity
teat Friday night.... Not as many as usual attended the Pomona Grange, ea the weather
w is doubtful, but it was an enjoyable meeting.... Mr. Elliot of Bangor is putting in the

Price

ing in Portland.

rain

more

in

an

this
Mr. and Mra. J. A. Clement will leave
Fla.
week for their winter home in Daytona,
Maurice Nickerson moved last week to the
road.
E. L, Stickney place on Mount Ephraim
last
Boston
to
went
Merithew
E.
H.
Mrs.
week to visit relatives in that city and vicinity.

two

No
Increase

The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
meet this, Thursday, afternoon,
Church street, for
with Mrs. Everett

cement arrive Saturday.

SWANV1LLE CENTERMr. and Mm. Neal returned home Monday to
Boaton....Mantel Murphy preeaed the hay in
the Center the poet weak....The farmers are
glad to tee the much needed rain... Mr. and
Mrs. George Clemente and son of New York
and Mrs. Lydia Clemente end granddaughter
of Monroo were gueeta Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. White....Mr. end Mra. Frank Steveni
visited in Monroe last Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Small....The worst electri-

SPRINGS.

Mrs, Susan Lord recently nad her nice house
and otherwise improved.

painted

Mrs. Inez Pay son is still very ill in Bangor,
where she went some two weeks ago for medical treatment.
there to

care

Mrs. Charles H. Fcrbes is
for her.

now

The bridge across Marsh stream in this village was undermined during the heavy rain
last Sunday night and for some time was unsafe lor teams to

cross.

H. E. Leeman and son of Liberty have been
in this vicinity. In Mr. Dow's barn
at West Brooks last week they threshed 100
bushels of oats in one hour.

threshing

Prof. Martin of Bangor is to be at the Congregational church next Sunday. Without
regular service for three or** four weeks we
are in danger of relapsing into heathenism.

Every nody get

out

to church.

Lewis Goddiag has established
in

connection with his

parlors

a

lunch

confectionery

room

and ice

coffee
lunch all right, which is very handy
for people who come in from outside.

cream
or a

and

one can

get

a

cup of

full

last it stated that Merton Fogg was
grading about the new Bowen house, which he
had bought. Really he has been grading around
the new house which Mrs. Kate E. Lane has
In

our

bought

for

have not

a

residence, the grounds

Grace

Dow Bachelder, for several years
postmaster at Brooks, received a
pleasant surprise recently when the late postmaster and the old carriers came into the
store and after a bit of sociability left her a
nice manicure set and some elegant trifles
suggestive of their friendship and appreciaassistant

tion.

County Correspondence.
PROSPECT FERRY
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Clifford of Stockton
Springs visited relatives here last Sunday....
James West and son Guy were in Stockton

Springs

business last Saturday.Fred
Felker has gone away for the winter to survey
lumber in the Maine woods....Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of Prospect were guests of Mr.
on

and Mrs. Rufus Harriman last Sunday.... Capt
G. W. Silver went to Bangor with a load of
lumber last week... G. A, Avery was in Bangor and Hampden on business last week...,
Mr. and Mrs. George Grindle have gone to
Brewer to spend the winter with relatives.
LINCOLN V1LLE,

The schools in town will close this week for
a week's vacation-Fred Miller shot a fine
buck deer Nov. 11th... Burton Gray returned
Friday from a brief business trip to Boston....
Mrs. Mary Miller will return this week to
Jamestown, R. I.f to spend the winter with her

daughter, Mrs. Annie Watson....Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Lermond spent Sunday with relatives
Camden... .The Ladies' Aid met Nov. 12th
with Mrs. Elisha Tower. They will have a
Christmas sale of aprons and fancy articles in
the near future.... Miss Jessie Young, who is
teaching school in Northport, spent the weekend at her home here... .David Cross has gone
to Somerville, Mass., to spend the winter with
his daughter, Mrs, Emma Dickey.There
will be a Thanksgiving ball at Tranquility
Grange hall on Thursday evening, Nov. 26th,
with good muBic and first-class management.
All lovers of dancing are most cordially invited to attend... .The residence of L. S. Russ
is wearing a new coat of paint... .Henry Rankin and W. S. Knights were in Belfast Saturin

day

on

business.

SEARSMONT.
In spite of the snow storm Nov. 11th a large
number of the Ladies' Aid met at the parsonage and did a good afternoon's work. The
storm cleared away before it was time to go
home....Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knight of Camden were recent guests of Miss Fannie Hanson
Miss Minnie Paine, who has been teaching in Milo, was obliged to leave her schoo
and return home on account of ill health....
Mr. George Ness and family have closed their
home and moved into Mrs. Rhoda Moore's
house.The Ladies' Aid" will hold their
Christmas sale and supper Dec. 3d, if pleasant;
if stormy, it will be Dec. 4th. The committees
for the sale are as follows: on aprons, Mrs.
Lucy Bean, Mrs. Nettie Cushman, Mrs. Sarah
McCorrison, Mrs. Eva Moody; domestic articles, Mrs. John Palmer, Mrs. Matilda Reynolds, Mrs. A. B. Ripley, Mrs. Mary Bryant;
Fancy articles, Mrs. Fannie Cobb, Mrs. Doris
Holmes, Mrs. Frances Fowler; parcel post,
Mrs. Ethel Brown, Mrs. Alice Hunt, Miss Mary
Cobb; home-made candy. Miss Helen Cobb,
Mrs. Bertha Cushman, Mrs. Ines HalL
....

I

October

1

...

...

HELP COMES QUICKLY
Hyomei is Used for Head Colds,
Catarrh or Croup.

When

When your head is all stuffed up causing
you dull headaches, difficult breathing’ constant sniffling, and you feel generally miserable, there is nothing quite equal to Hyomei
to give quick, effective and lasting benefit
yet perfectly harmless, simple to use and inex—

pensive.

get quick and certain relief from catarrh
or a cold u is most important that the medication goes directly to the inflamed tissue lining
the air passages. That's the Hyomei method.
Just put a few drops of antiseptic Hyomei in
the inhaler that comes with every complete
outfit, and breathe it—you will feel better at
once.
It clears the head, quickly relieves the
tightness in the chest and that choked-up feeling, all disagreeable nasal discharges, watery
eyes and dull headaches surely cease.
So certain is A. A. Howes & Co. of the curative powers of Hyomei for catarrh, crcup,
asthma, and similar diseases, that he sells it
To

on

the

“Ko-cure-no-pay” plan.

SHIP NEWS.

of which

yet been finished.

Statement of the Condition of th<

Buzzell. In Belfast, November 16, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh J Buzzell, a son, Avon Wilton.
Sunday
is at work in North Pencbscot, spent
CLOUGH. In Ellsworth Falls, November 10,
here_Mr. and Mrs. James Weston have re- 1 to Mr. and Mrs. William Clough, a daughter.
turned to their home in Auburn alter a visit
Cross. In Camden, November 5, to Mr. and
here with their daughter, Mrs L. A Patter
Mrs. Harold Cross, a daughter.
son and family... Misses Dora and Nellie Shu e
In Belfast. November 16. to Mr. and
Heal
visited in Rockland two days last week
Mrs. Ernest 1*. Heal, a daughter, Cecile Carodeer
a
Hartson
shot
Pierce Jordan and Frank
David Sleeper returned lyn.
one day recently
Proctor. In Rockland. November 11, to Mr.
Friday from Camden, where he has been for a and Mrs. Charles W. Proctor, a daughter, VirBlanchard
Martha
two weeks’ vacation. ..Mrs.
ginia Grant.
has been to Tenant’s Harbor visiting re atives
IiUMNEY. In Belfast, November 14, to Mr.
The Ladies Aid will meet in Griffin’s hall !
and Mrs. Arthur W Ruinney, a daughter.
will
and
Wednesday afternoon for sewing
Staples In South Penobscot, November 9,
have a baked bean supper at 6 o’clock and a
to Mr. and Mrs, George M. Staples, a son,
to
sociable in the evening... Wells and cisterns
WESCOTT, In Brooksville, November 2,
Mr. I
are dry here and rain is much needed
Mr. and Mrs Lester Wescott, a son, Everett
and Mrs Fred Blanchard and Miss Nellie Blan- !
Seymour.
chard were in Belfast Saturday.
Wyman. In Belfast, November 8, to Mr, and
Mrs. Israel Wyman, a son, David.

AMERICAN

PORTS

M. L. Sluyej, Vic
Orlando E. Frost, President.
Wilson Ellis, Ti
Albert Peirce, Vice-President.
T. Frank Parker, Asst. Treasurer.
Frost, Albert Peirce, Wilmer J. Dorm
H. Hail, Rn,
William Farwell, A. K. Paul, Ralpa i). Sauthworth.
Wm. L. West, A. fO. Shibles, h. N. /VlcDoagall, S

TRUSTEES—Orlando

liunton,

E.

James H. Howes, William

EXECUTIVE HOARD—James H Howes, Orlando E. Frost, Ral;:
Wilmer J. Dorman, John R. Dunton, W illiam h.
Siugg, Ralph D. routhworth.
OROANIZED OCTOBER

MARRIED
Gay-Berry. In. Fairfield, November 11,
Universalist parsonage, by Rev. F.
Walker, F. L. Gay and Miss Cora B. Berry,
both of Montville. They will reside in Montville.
_T
Lewis-Reynolds. In Rockland, November
7, Harold Elroy Lewis and Grace Mildred
Reynolds, both of Rockland.
Thompson-Clarke. In Vinalhaven, November 6, Ralph H. Thompson of Clinton and Florence E. Clarke of Vinalhaven.
at
S.

the

25,

1904.

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock. $ 50,i
Surplus. 12..
5,' 1
Undivided profits.
Savings deposits. 307,921
179,
7,

Demand deposits.
Certificates of deposit.
Trust

Bills

department

$582,606

RESOURCES.
Loans

and discounts.$292,3*

;

Loan" on mortgages of real estate. 89,577
37
Overdrafts.
Bonds and stocks. 139,1

Carter. In Belfast, November 13, Carrie
M„ wife of Prescott D. H. Carter, aged 47
years, 11 months and 5 days.
Follett. In Rockland, November 8, Jeanette Frances, daughter of Dr. Frank E. and
Katherine (Mugridge) Follett, aged 2 months
and 14 days.
Gilchrest. In Fall River, Mass., November
6, Sewell Gilchrest, formerly of East Union,

Trust investmems.
Real estate

j
>

■

$582,60*

HARRY M. SfllTH, Hank

STATE OF MAINE.

;

j

2*,. 9
2,t
12.60.' K
18,628;

Furniture and fixtures.
Cash on deposit.
Cash on hand.

years.

Hall. In Brooklyn, N. Y, November 10,
Laura B. (Simmons), wife of Irving A. Hall,
formerly of Rockland.
Jones. In Rockland, November 10, William
Jones, a native of Washington, aged 64 years,
10 months and 19 days.
In Orland, November 10, infant
Leach
child of Mr. and Mrs. Ariel Leach, aged 3
months.
Marshall. In Winterport, November 12,
E lien A. Marshall, aged 65 years.
Pierce. In New Haven, Conn., November
12, Henry A. Pierce, formerly of Lincolnville,
aged 73 years.
Ross. In Rockland, November 12, Myra B
(Pierce L wife of Leon B Ross of Vinalhaveu,
aged 46 years, 6 months and 15 days.
Robinson. In Rockland, Nov 12, Roscoe G.
Robinson, a native of Jefferson, aged 71 years,
11 months and 10 days.
Spaulding. In Camden, November 5, Mrs.
Dora Spaulding, aged 51 years.
In Portland, November 4, Katie
Tapley.
Ingraham, wife of Walter M. Tapley.
White. In Augusta, November 8, Harriet
Adelaide White, a native of Rockland, aged 85
years, 3 months and 16 days.

i
!

2U.CKV

payable.

DIED

aged 68

5, 1914.

;
*

Con mi^sioner

j

PROBATE NOTICES,

COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
New York, Nov 10. Ar, schs Fairfield, MorTo the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
gan City, La; Colin C Baker, Stockton; Edward
Judicial Court, next to be holden at Belfast,
Stewart, do; 11, ar, sch Elsie A Bayles, South
within and for said County, on the first Tues- At a l’robate Court held at
Amboy for Rockport, Me; 12, sld, sch Elizabeth
for the County of Waldo,
day of January, A. D. 1916:
Gilbert,Savannah; ar, sch John Bossert, Belfast,
S. AVERILL of Frankfort, in said
November, A. I>. 1914.
Ga; 13, sld, sch Metinic, Portland; 16, ar, schE
County, wife of Claude A. Averill, reETON P. FRENCH of Se
C B Clark, Bangor, via Port Chester; Annie F
\
was lawfully
A of the last will of Want
spectfully represents: that sheAverill
Chase, do; 17, sld, schs Alice Murphy, Bangoi
at Ban- of Searsmont, in said Count y
married to the Baid Claude A.
and New York; Storm Petral, Bangor; Mabel E
and State of ed, having presented a petit
gor, in the County of Penobscot
Goss, Sullivan.
license be granted to him
Maine, on the second day of February. A. I).
Boston, Nov 11. Sld, schs Mary E Lynch,
of private sale certain real e>t
1914, by the Rev. C. A. Moore, a minister
and belonging to t
Stonington; Annie & Reuben, do; 13, ar, schs
petition
marsolemnize
to
the Gospel duly authorized
deceased.
Omaha, Gardiner; Storm Petrel, tfangor.
that her name
of
Maine;
State
the
in
riages
Philadelphia, Nov 11. Ar, Bch Wawenock,
Ordered, That the. said petit
Helen S.
all persons interested by ca*
previous to her said marriage was as husSullivan; 17, ar, stm L V Stoddard, Bangor.
order to be published three v\
Connington; that they lived together
Baltimore, Nov 14. Sld, stm Carolyn, Searsband ana wife at said Frankfort from the time The Republican Journal, a
port.
of their said marriage until the twenty eighth at Belfast, that they may
Norfolk, Nov 10. Ar, schs Edith H SymingCourt, to be held at Belfast
libellant has
day of June, A. D. 1914; that your her
ton, Stockton Springs; William E Litchfield,
County, on the 8th day m l1
said husalways conducted herself towards
New York; 11, ar, stm Seaconnet, Boston; sld,
at ten of the clock before
band as a faithful, true and affectionate wife;
if any they have, why the
sch William E Litchfield, Charleston; 17, ar,
that ever since their said marriage the said tioner should not be grantee
sch Magnus Manson, Bangor.
sufficient
of
ability
A
Claude
Averill, though
JAMKs
Charleston, S C, Nov 11. Sld, sch Emma S
has
A true copy. Attest:
and able to labor and provide for her,
Lord, New York; ar, ssh William E Litchfield,
ARTHt R W i.i
Farmers, mechanics, railroaders, laborers, rely grossly, wantonly and cruelly refused and
for
Eclectic Oil. Fine for cuts,
neglected to provide suitable maintenance
Port Reading, Nov 11. Cld, sch Methebesec, on Dr. Thomas'
bums, bruises. Should be kept in every house. your libellant; that on April 26th, A. D. 1914, \ir A EDO ss.—in court ot
Portland.
date
that
between
V> fast, mi the lOtli da\
and at divers other times
San Francisco, Cal, Nov 10. Ar, stm Pana- 25c and 50c.
and June 28th. A. D. 1914, the said Claude A. Edward Sibley, administr.i
man. New York.
abusive treat- Clara T. Sibley, late of l’.<
and
cruel
of
was
Averill
guilty
Nov
sch
N
11.
Carrie
Perth Amboy,
J,
Sld,
deceased, having preseuttu
Statement or tne luduuiuii ui uic
ment towards your libellant; and that on said
E Look, Macoris.
account ot administraiiou
June 28th he utterly deserted your libellant lowance.
Bangor, Nov 12. Ar, stm L V Stoddard,
since j
to
unknown,
went
and
cause
parts
without
Charles
A
Campbell,
Philadelphia; sld, schs
Ortlered, that notice the:
from I
1 weeks successively, in The
which time she has never seen or heard
Philadelphia; Wesley Abbott, Bridgeport; 13,
whata newspaper published in hhim, or received any support from himto
sld, stm L V Stoddard, Philadelphia; sch Izetta,
J
your
that ail persons interested
ever;*that his residence is unknown reasonNew York; 14, ar, schs Fannie Palmer, Norbate Court, t<> he held at
libellant and cannot be ascertained by
folk; Nellie Grant, Boston; sld, schs Andrew
beof December next, and
collusion
is
no
day
there
that
able diligence;
Nebinger, New York; Eagle, Boston; 15, ar,
A.
they have, why the said ae>
F. I. PENDLETON, President,
tween your libellant and the said Claude
schs Ninetta M Porcella, Baltimore* William
allowed.
Averill to obtain a divorce.
JAMES P. NICHOLS, Treasurer.
Bisbee, New York; 16, sld, schs Grace Davis,
JAMES
Wherefore she prays that a divorce may be
New York; Florence & Lillian, Boston; 17, ar, Trustees—F. I. Pendleton, J, H. Pendleton, J.
A true copy. Attest:
between her and the said Claude A.
decreed
sch Mary E Palmer, Norfolk.
Arthur W l.i
A. Clement, John C. Blanchard, C.
and
for the causes above set forth,
Searsport, Nov 12. Ar, barge Easton, Perth
O. Sawyer, B. F. Colcord, W. H. Averill
that she may resume her former name of
Amboy; 14, ar, barge Allentown, PhiladelGoodell.
S.
Helen
Connington.
\ DMINISTRATOR’S NOT I
phia, 15, sld, barge Easton. Philadelphia; 16,
A er hereby gives notice t!
Organized April 1, 1874.
Dated October 10, 1914
barge Allentown, do.
administrator of
AVERILL.
S.
appointed
HELEN
(Signed)
Stockton, Nov 13. Sld, stms Millinocket,
JOSEPH C. TOWNSEND,
) LIABILITIES.
Philadelphia and New York; City of Philadelsworn
and
in the County of Waldo, d*
The foregoing libel was subscribed
phia, New York; 14, sld, sch Harry W Haynes, DeD08it8
$272,267 62
A. D
bonds as the law directs,
to before me this tenth day of October
New York.
fund!...
Reserve
A. COWAN,
demands against tlie estate
WALTER
1914
Calais, Me, Nov 12. Sld, sch Pendleton Sisb,U49bl
t«- present the san
desired
Peace.
Undivided profits.
Justice of the
ters, Delaware Breakwater.
all indebted thereto are requr
West Sullivan, Nov 13.
Sld, sch Charlie &
ntent immediately.
$289,807 23
fiTiTF. OF MAINE.
W A E l El,
Willie, Boston.
RESOURCES.
Belfast, Me., November tCamden, Me, Nov 14. Ar, sch Normandy,
WALDO SS.
00
16.6S8
Maine.$
of
Public funds
New York.
uu
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation.
Public funds out of Maine. 3b,9ib
FOREIGN.
CO
Belfast, November 16, A. D. 1914.
Railroad bonds of Maine. 18,140
orCharlottetown, Nov 2. Ar, sch Herald, Port Railroad bonds out of Maine. 117,134 00
the annexed Writ arid label, it is
Upon
4U
of said
Reading.
Corporation bonds. 33,588 00 dered by me, the undersigned, a Justice
Libelee
by
Halifax, Nov 4. Ar, sch* Eliza A Scribner, Railroad stock. 13,120
Court, that notice be given to the
or an
b.384 10
Boston.
publishing an attested copy of the same
Corporation stock.
St John, N B, Nov 14.
Ar, sch Roger Drury, Bank stock. 17*?“ ™ abstract thereof, together with this order
1 he reSouth Amboy.
Loans with collateral.
thereon, three weeks successively in
in Bel14
Journal, a newspaper printed
Loans on mortgages of real estate... 25,329
publican
l.o™ cu fast, in the County of Waldo, the last publicaReal estate foreclosure.
BELFAST^ PRICE CURRNET.
next
the
before
I-™*
tion to be thirty days at least
Premium account.
Jorrected Weekly for The Journal.
at Belfast,
term of said Court, to be holden
Cash on deposit.
tt
PAID PRODUCER.
PRODUCE MARKET.
760 35
within and for said County, on the first ruesCash on hand.
may then and
0 Hay,
JO 00al400
day of January next, that he answer
Apples,per Obi,1.03
23
thereto, Table Raisins, Seedi <
$289,807
there appear in said Court and
li
dried, per lb., 1 Hides,
if he see fit.
2 S0a2 15 Lamb,
14
Beans, pea,
M.
SMITH,
less Raisins, Curran
HARRY
WARREN g phILBROOK,
3 50 Lamb Skina,
36-40
Beans, X. E.,
*
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
Bank Commissioner.
80a32 Mutton,
8
Butter,
of Court Figs, etc.
A true copy of the Libel and order
Sail Oats, 32 lb.,
42
Beef, sides.
3w47
thereon
9 Potatoes,
All kinds of New Frud
40
Beel.forequarters,
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING. Clerk.
60 Round Hog,
11
Barley, bu,
In fact, all you need for a firs'
24Straw.
9.00
Cheese,
GIVING DINNER
18 Turkey,
26aSC
Chicken,
2
18Tallow,
^
Calf Skins,
F. SW
12al8
Duck.
20|Veal,
A sure cure for constipation*. Try them.
42 Wool, unwashed,
26
I
Eggs,
Price 25c. For sale only by
MASONIC TEIH'l
16 Wood, hard,
6.00
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3.60
Geese,
■

HELEN

j

j
j

j
;

!

Saimort Savings Back,
Searsport. October 6, 1914,

1

rnaiiKsg i

JHIiSnS

Special

WILSON’S

RETAIL. PRICE.

RETAIL MARKET.

-'

LAXATIVE TABLETS

WANTED

OITY DRUG STORE

HAY-

READ & HILLS. Proprietors.
110
18 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
1 have a big outlet for hay and
6
Mail order* promptly attended to.
Butter Salt, 141b„ 18a22 Oat Meal,
2
91 Onions,
Write me for bank
straw.
Corn.
12al8
86 Oil, kerooene,
have raised this aeaaon twenty-five
Cracked Com,
references and particulars,
about
and
of
cabbage
7
86
Pollack,
thousand pounds
Corn Meal.
CHAS. T. FOSTER,
16al7 ten thousand pound* of Hubbard squash, and
26 Pork,
Cheese,
1.18 solicit orders in lot* of 60 pounds or more de166 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
Leominster, Mass.
2w47
two
of
grades
bouse.
Cabbage
10
at
RyeMeal,
84 livered
your
Codfish, dry,
146 —Ths boat market aise for table nae end a
7 Shorts,
restore
Cranberries,
Dyspepsia i, America’» curse. To
7 second grade of odd sixoo for poultry feed, at
20a22 Sugar,
an d
Clover Seed.
normal weight, iwl
disgsetion,
T.L
40
60
Salt,
6
26a8
Bitten
*
Floor,
purify the blood, use Burdock Blood
POULTRY FARM,
8 edSwootpotatoes,
H. G. Seed,
84
sold at ell drug stores. Price, $1.00.
Northport Avenue.
16 Wheat Meal,
p
lard.

WE

1°TI?ECFERGUSON

CHARLES

EAT YOUR

THANKSGIVING Dill®
AT THE

CITY

DINING

RO^5

66 HIGH STREET
FULL COURSE 50 (
3*46

DENNETT & M'u

j

j
j

j

